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Preface .

This is the report ofthe third annual Conference on the Financial
Measures Pipject.- The purpose of the meeting was to assess Progress in
Measuring Financial Conditions of Colleges and Universities. These are
the edited papers presented by those in the field invited to discuss their
perceptions'of the prospective uses of financial indicators and the results
of their attempts to'employ indicators at the institutional, state, regional
and federal levels for management, and policy analysis and implementation.

, t,

The Conference was co-sponsored by the American Council on Education,
the National Association of'eollege and University, Business Officers, and
the National Center'for Education Statistics.

. 0 '
Carol Frances and Nat'ha'n Dick Byer of the Economics and Finance,Unit

of..1he American., Council on Education were respongible for organizing the
meeting. Scott Hughes of NACUB0,..2aul Martins of NCFS and Sal Corrallo of
the_Office of Education provided helpful.guidance in planning*the program
and identifying key Speakers. Peggy Vwollock of ACE and Anna Marie Cirino
of NACUBD,provide&-staff support in preparing for the meeting' and making
arrangements at the Conference site. Judith Stich of ACgedited the papers
for the Conference report.

. , , .

- . 'The Annapolis Conferences have came to play a-significant role in
(strengthening linkages among the-peopleworking in the field 'of financial
analysis for colleges and universities and in stimulating ideas about how
to accelerate progress. 416e now have enough experience to see that the
impacts of these COnferences extend far beyond the meetings themselves. -?

Participation in this pi-ocess with our c9lleagUes'is both professionally
.and personally:reWarding. o

a.
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A REVIEW OF PROGRESS
TOWARD IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS

OF THE 1978 CONFERENCE REPORT

Cara°. Francei
Chleg.Economistand Director, Economics and Finance Unit

American Council on Education

Consistent with ,our Emus on results, this 1979 Conference Report opens
With a review of the .progress that ha been made in the field over the year

since the last meeting. Each of the/ eight recammendations from tiie 1978

report is set forth with an indication of any actions that have been taken.

Then, based on an qverall assessment of these activities and,on the extensive

discussions that took place at-the most recent Conference,, we have synthesized

reacimmendations for-the next-stepS to take in this rapidly advanCing field.

1. ,Financial indicators Should be developed using time-series data.

-Many factors affecting the financial conditions of colleges anduni-
.versities--such as enrollments, endowment income, private gifts, or cost
increasesr-are subject to such year-to-year fluctuations that analysis of

the underlying financial-trends requires smoothing ofthe4finanCial data over
4f several years, In addition, cycles in overall economic activity may affect

institutional finances. .Consequently, dharacterizatibn of longer term trends

in the financiconditions of colleges and universities require that,financial

indicators be.copftructed and interpreted using time-series data covering ex-

tensive enough periods to identify the longer team trends. '

o e

Significant progress has been made ,in generating the langitudinal:_finan-
cial data necesparr-for time series analysis with the inclusionof a Task 8
to dothis work in the contract awarded this year by the NOES- Statistical
Analysis Group in Education to the American Institute for. Research. The

longitudinal data merged _for institutions reporting on the HEGIS Finance

Surveys from 1975 to 1978 will be available in the Spring of 1980.

2. Steps should be taken to deign formats and procedures for,collecting

balance Sheet data.

Assessment of financial conditions requires not only data on revenues
and-expenditures relating to current operations, but also the accumulated.

'stock of assets and liabilities shown on balance.sheets.

A first attempt has been made to design a data, collection instrument

which includes balance sheet information,to wrap-around the'cdrrent Higher

Eftcation General Information Survey finance questionnaire. This expanded

survey is to be undertaken with Office of Educgtion suppoit'by the ACE

Higher Education Panel:" The survey has beenrtested in the field and will

be sentout tp approximately 500 institutions in the Spring of 1980. The

balance*gheet daa,'ccmbined with HEGIS information, should be available,

subject-to confidentiality restrictions, for preliminary analysis'in7the

',Fa11 of 1980.
4
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3. The possibility of collecting somefinancial data by major item of expense
should be explored.

.This infoimation is central to such. analytic tasks as comparing expenditure
patterns among similar institutions and'constructing broadly based higher
education price-indexes. Initial work in this area, which was funded by the

'National Science Foundation and carried out at Ohio State University,by George
Baughman dembnstrates the feasibility pf computerized reporting of expenditure
data. Detailed accounting records of expenditures were organized on a con-
sistent 'format by object and'by function at six different levels of aggre-
gation for our major universities. There remains, however, a need for a much
broader base of,expenditure ddta for different. types of institutions.

4. Financial indicators should be interpreted in'cOntext, with consideration'
of the changes in the quality of education and other nonfinancial insti-
tutional resources.

Interpretation of financial indicatOp in the context of changes in the
quality of education and in other nonfinancial institutional resources is still
at a very rudimentary stage. Because of the vast importance of imbedding finan-
cial indicators into the other dimensions of institutional vitality, much more
work should be done in this area.

5. Data should be generated and reported for small, relatively homogeneous
groups of inktitutions. 3

_,Interpretation of financial indicators requires that frames of reference
be developed. These frames of,reference canbe constructed from the range of

, values of financial indicators for similar institutions. At this stage in the
development ofqihancial indicators, buch more work Should be done to specify
the dimensions along which institutions shouide measured for similarity. In
this way, appropriate peer groups can be established for the purposes of making
financial comparisons.

.

.

Delineation of peer groups migA enOompaSs such characteristics as educd- .

tional mission, institution size (as measured by enrollments or budget), degrees
offered, program diversity, student body characteristics, student/faculty ratios,
faculty salary levels, per student instructional, expenditures, financial struc-
ture, (e.g., tuition dependence, auxiliary enterprises), tuition levels,
competitive strength, and loa4ion.

-Reporting of the indicator values obtdined in cooperative studies by
financial peer groups is at a tudimentary. stage, Groups of institution's in
workshops analyzing their financial conditions produce indicatOr values, but
the aollectionoand presentation of the comparative data has yet to be done
systematically. ' .mm8
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6. Efforts sh6tild begin to .identify chafActeri§tic values or normal ranges

of financial indicators for specified groups of institutions.

The development of characteristic or normative values for financial

indicatarS is passing through three stages: the first stage is simply sta-

tistii.cal, reporting results of arithmetical computations; the second stage

is structural, comparing the percentage shares of revenues or expenditures

Which describe the financial structure of the institutions. The third stage

is to attempt to produce operating valueS, based on understandings of haw the

values relatto each other inan on-going educationaloenterprise so that`

the norms are given 'validity and meaning not only from a statistical, but

also from a management perspective. The third stage has not yet been attempted

in any co prehensive way.
0

7. Greater technical assistance to perspective users of financial indicators.

;
During the last year orkbook's for use in financial self-analysis have

Teen designed in joint projects Under the direction of Nathan DickmeYer'of

ACE, and Scott 'Hughes formerly of NACUBO and subsegueptly with peat,q4aewidk,

Mitchell and Company. Workshops tortielp college administrators assess the

finantial conditions they confront hibe-ibeen organized for groups of insti,

tutions through the series of Leadership Development Seminars sponsored by

the American Council on Education and co-sponsored by.other educational

associations, including the National Association of Independent Calle* and

Universities. These wo*shopi as well as Others organized by John Minter and

Associates with the participation of Hans Jenny appear to be helpful in

speeding up the dissemination of useful new approaches fo,assessing the

financial conditions of individual institutions.

Next steps-in thisdarea involve helping the financial administrators and

planners after they get back to their own campus to use the results of their

analyses in makj.ng major management decisions.

8. Further conceptual development of financial indicators should be actively

encouraged.

Progress in these fields seems to be made fastest in an iterative proess,

starting with the construction of a conceptual framework for identifying indi-L

cators, ineerpreting them, attempting to use th indicators to assess' iinancial

conditions, valuating the usefulness of the indidators in helping to make

management choices, and then critically reviewing them again to strenthen

the conceptual framework for understanding them. At this stage of develOpment

the process,is continuous, - accelerated now by the attempts to use indicators

at the institutional and staVe level td. make planning decisions. The most

fruitful new koproach for conptructing the conceptual framework for interpreting

financial indicators seems to be an institutional resource allocation model,

built within .a larger context, first of competition for students in their

education market, and then in-the still larger context of the overall dconamic

and financial environment, which is currently characterized by slaw growth

and inflation. 0 4
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Reoonmeridations for next Steps
4

On the,basis of the.preceeding review of progress over the last twelve
months in the rapidly advancing state of the art, as well as the discuSions,
atthe Annapolis -3 Conference, we make the following reoorritendations for work
to be initiated in 1080 in the field of finaffcial indicator development and
analysis for colleges and universities. Implementing some-Of the redommenda-
tioris requites major cooperation Of the educatiori sector and the national
'statistical offices; other recommendatibns could be acted on by individual
analysts working at a single institution.

Earlier Work to be Continued and Intensified.

1. The longitudinal financial data which has been generated should be
,updated annually as new survey information becorres available. I4 addition,
',the longitudinal'-data should be used to help assess the quality of the insti-'
tutionally reported data.

2. The feasibility of the national collection and publication of balance
Sheet data should be explored further.

3. Mare work should be done on collecting consistent expen
for colleges and universities

4. Peer group analysis should be made more rigorous, both in#1edelinea-

. on f the institutions included in comparative analyses and in. interpretation
of the values calculated for the financial indicators for different groups.

. 5. Analysis should be con tinued to strengthen the understanding of the
' management trade-offs being made between financial and nonfinancial insti-
tutional resources.

New Wbrk..to be Inaugurated

1. W6rk-shouldibe done on management decision processes for establishing
target levels for financial indicators in succeeding fiscal years to assist
in institutional planning and budgeting:.

2.' Studies should be done of better Ways to use financialanalyses as
bases for developing'improved planning, budgeting, and management strategies
to achieve institutional educational goals.

,3. Attempts should be made to gain a better understanding of the demo-
graphic,economic, political, and'other factors that affect the institutions'
Ability to achieve the financial. targets they establish for themselves. .

.

4, Institutional sector financial analyses shqpld be examined for the
implications they hold for public policy issues concerning Support for .higher
education.

5. The impacts'on educational quality and on educational opportunity for
students which result from the changing financial conditions of colleges and
universities should be assessed.

°
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-THE PURPOSE OF', 'HE CONFERENCE

m=11m=111
a

Carol Frarices"

,Chief Economist and Dirctor, Economics sand Finance Unit
American Council. on Eddcation

is a pleasure to welccrile yoU to this working conference. The
purpose. -the meeting is to make a realistic assessment of the progress
that has beenihade in measuring financial oonditionsof higher education
.inktitutions. ahe focus, today, is on results; or at least, results so
far of using our more carefully honed toolsof financial analysis.

7n the last several years, we have worked to specify the needs for
better tools and proposed a number of innovations and' refinements. We
have eached the stage in. the indicator developmentiprocess where it-is,
useful to evaluate our prOgress.

. .

The opening session of the conference is organized to bring together
the ,indicator developers and users to answer four questions:

.

1. Who'is using indicators7
5

.Which indicators?

e .

Howare the indicators being used? For wha purpose are spe cific ,

indicators being used? ,

4: 'What is happening as a result? Who is doing what differently?

and at an exciting stage Ah this 05cess, as we' intensify our
testing of these indicators in use,. Now we need to take our own measure -
how are we doing? We can look forward with great interest to the candid
appraisals tha we will hear at the conference.

The conference J4.co-sponsored by'the American Council on Education,
the National Association of.College'and University BUbiness Officers, and
theNational Center for Education Statistics, who have been cooperating in
bringing together tho§e on the leading edge in development of financial
indicators in formal and informal meetings since 1975. Two of the
principle people. iethis effort - one from the public sector, Marjorie Chandler,
and one from the private sector, Scott AUghes - will share their°perceptio

/ADZ the purpose of this meeting.

3
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THE PURPOSE OF THE CONFERENCE

, .. . .6

, .

, Marjorie
4
Chandler

Fiting DireCtor, Division of Postsecondary Education Statistic's
National Center for EduCation Statistics

After much deliberation I selected for my taKt*.alew lines from a
poem by Edna St. Vincent Millay: .

,
.

. .
. , . . .

Upon,this gifted age, in its dai-:k7E6-6f-----

Rains from the sky a meteoric shower ,

Of facts.. pey lie unquestioned, fined;

Wisdom enough to leech us-of our ill
Is, daily spun, but there exists-no loom
To weave it into fabric.

.

These lines-express quite eloquently what we have been doing atthe.
conferences these past two years: We faced a superabundangeof,facts and
data and sought to convert it into information, ,In the Wong of poem
we have built a loom and are trying to weave 4 fabric. Now at this third
conference we are going to see how the fabric holds up undertlaractical use.

6

We are delighted to cooperate with ACE and NACUBO in this long standing 6.
teffoit. We'are especially pleased to have with us, as head of. our TES-
conference delegation today, Victor Wenk who is our new deputy administrator
of the center. In a very few minutes, he will speak to us about federal
interest in the development of financial indicatois for policy purposes.

r.

r

/I.
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THE PURPOSE. OF THE CONFERENCE

K, Scott Hughes
Ddie0tor; Financial ManagementlQeater

- ,

National. Association of College & University Business Officers

Just let ve say/Welccrre for a third year. For.thode of us igho have
Made it thaxiyeaiS in a row, it feelS good to be back. We have Carol to.
thank for putting this show together, It is certainl? a'grod.opportunity

i , . .
for us to gather together. . ,

..,
. .

. .

Let me just say a few words with regard toNACUBO's.pgrspeative on the
conference. . . .-' ,.,

. ,

v.- .

, On behalf of Francis Finn, who is"our.executive vice-president, and
the NACUBO organization,-welt me to the third annual conference on financial
measures. The program looks to be a rich.one.and there should be plenty of'
new ideasand new information.fonus to ponder. :F:rah NACUBO's perspectiv,e,
-this conference is one of the few and maybe the onlyworking session where
we can learn how others are addressing the problem of the measurement of
university and college'financial conditions. Also, often-sin the rush of
the moment we tend to become parochial in our thoughti and actions, to have
little opportunity to sit back and look around and store up all of the good
things that our oolleagues are doing. This conference is one of those rare'
ofFortunities.

,

Pox. the first time, the Annapolis conference looks at some of the major'
work going on at the state level and in the accreditation procdss. These
are added dimensions that we may wish to confinud-on an ongoing basis,
Another significant feature of this, year's Annapolis conference is the
emphasis on therassessment of financial condition-,rather-than solely on a
process: As we begin to learn more about how to measure financial strengths :,.

r

and weaknesses, the conference,should become more'result-oriented because it
isn't until we have gathered the data, performed the analysiS, and made the
assessments that we can begin the next critical-stage of the prOce& which
is policy determination, that is, what management and policy actions ere',

.-...required given the particular -financial strengths and weaknesses of"theft,...
.4 4institutiOn*' : '4

.,'

its is these sane schools that lack the management strength and depth to
address their particularly:severe*KOLeMs. So if I were to make a plea

situation pats many of these colleges in a perilous situation. In addition,

for one specific typo; of objective that Will" came out of this working con-

) ,

4,.. A f
,One of the major concerns of the NACUBO bOard,of directors is the,con-

tiriuingtinancial plight of the small colleges. Their.laCk of finantial
flexibility, their highproportion,of fixed cost, and their tenuous' enrollment

ference,' it would be po,eficourage develOpment of tools that will 'help eval-
uate the:financial strengths and weaknesses of smalt-olleges which will lead
than toward improvement in their management practices and, at the same time, -

help federalpoliOymakers impi§ve ways of assisting hose institutions.

.4/

-

Again, welccare:' and 'I Mope you have a .good two days.,

3
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-THE FEbERAL INTEREST IN DEVEMOPMENNCE FINANCIAL
INDICATORS FOR POLICY_ PURPOSES

Victor' D. Wenk

Deputy Administrator
National Center for Education Statistics

, .

As you.know, the Natiohal Center. for Education.Statistics is one'of
.4rthe three sponsors of this Working Conference along with ACE and NACUBO.,

The National Center's interest in'co-sponsoring the Conference' directly.
relates to two major handatel/missions of the Center. They are to report
full and cample*-statistics on the condition of education in the United
States, and to prepare specialized analyses on the meaning of such statistics.

The Center has a furthez-goal in ensuring the maximum relevant use of NCES
data, such as-BEGIS, in the development of measures of that condition in the

world of higher education. Simultaneously, we hope to improve the quality
of REGIS data by having the data utiliZed, .and thereby demonstrating to users
and prdviders the value of supplying better, faster and more consistent data.
As' NCES data are used foranalytic purposes, NCES learns more about the
capabilities and limitations of its data and data systems. The Center thus
obtains'a guide"to future planning to improve the quality and reach of its

.

data.
.

Because the Center is increasingly seen asia_source of policy relevant
information, we watit to procide such" information in. the forth is and conceptual

frameworks most useful for policy analysis, development and implementation.'
Develqpment of suitable financial health indicators could very well be such

a case. Thus, we wish to entourage and facilitate the dialogue among researchers

and users actively developing indicators of financial health.

. -. . .

Personally, I feel the timing of this Conference is highly opportune,
and I will be listening.very carefully to. the discussions and conclusions
reached about.the stated objectivesof this conferencer7nafilely to make a
systematic assessment of progress inthe field of financial indicators devel-.
opmnt,and to assess the value-of the techniques being tested in use. (As '*

some o you probably already knot, I'm quite interested in appropriately _-7

shaping the National Center's future.prograM000ncerning the /Ionic and

fidancial dhnensiens of education., The discussion and resul of this -

ference can be quite useful in that process taken together with a.n of

other separate, but related, NCES activities. These activities includethe .

follcwind4 a literature review and synthesis of the development and uge.of

financial indicators for colleges and universities, conducted forNCES under.
.cur SAGEbontract; NCE$'s participation @nd discussion with sponsors and --,

-. participants at this .and prior Conferences; our ongoing work in the_generation
ofAlie.CongressionaLly mandated school finance equity profiles; and our

PiEffticipation in.the'HEW School Finance-Project. --1 . A

. .
Q

The-active-Federal interest in.supporting-postsecondary education,
, ..

.7, through student and institutional aid programs is, of ,course, well known.

4
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Equality of educational opportunity (including student ac s, student
choice, educational diversity) is emphasized. Legislation, as,'fdr
example, title III (strengthening and developing institutions), Title IV
(student assistant), Title VII (construction, reconstruction and renovation
of facilities); and Title X (Community Colleges) as well as Title IX=
(prohibition of sex discrimingon) of the Education AmendmentSi5f 1972
is implemented by HEW and other Federal agencies through several programs.

Federal interest in the development of financial indicators often
measured from a baseline established by the 1974 Report of the NatiOnAl
Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary 'Education,. In examing.the

6
seriousness of financial distress in institutions at the time, and the
possible necessity for governmental intervention, members of the commission
noted that measurement and comprison were complicated by lack of agreement
on aunifOrm definition or criterion for, the existence, nature, and extent
of financial distress among postsecondary institutions. The report, The
Financing of Postsecondary Education, called for the development of national
standard indicatord to determine the relative financial status of different
types of postsecondary institutions. . .

A more recent impetus is associated with the 1978 w report to Congress,
Problems and Outlook of Small Private Liberal Art Colleges, which. recommended
that the Secretary of HEW periodically assess the financial condition of
postsecondary education institutions, qonsidering standard indicators such
as those suggested by the National Commission.on the Financing of Postsedondary
Education.

: 7
to, .

. -

. A recent review of the field conducted for NCES indicates that since
1973 more than 40 major studies generatipg,over300 financial indicators (of
which 15 have been'in,Federl polibxe.analyses areas) have been conducted for
one or more purposes. The number of indioators/developed seems to confirm
the belief that a variety of different imihna6arq is needed for different
purposes and 'users. .

.

T would like to share with you some observations of mine' concerning the
Federal' interest in the development of financial indicators for policy
purposes. It is clear thA the development of financial indicators could
help to improve Federal policy development in several ways. Suitably
developed and well accepted indicators could'give greater visibility to
problem areas in higher education and Vim for more informed judgments about
National priorities. In a time of scarce resources and considerable competing .

_demands for these resources, this visibility could more clearly demonstrate .

the extent and magnitude of higher education needs. Given current combinations
of demographic and inflationary_ pressures, financial health indicators d4-
playing patterns of decline could influence Federartoolicy. Fpr example,
detection of national and regional patterns of actual or potential restriction,,,
on equality of opportunities for student's from different Sectors of the
population (é.g: :minority, urban, rural, economically disadvantaged)- and by --
category of institution would be helpful. ClearWithis kind of current and

5
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prospective application supports the problem7identificatiOn phase of the

policy-process.

In subsequent phases of the policy cycle, the indicators that we formulate

and select,' coupled with process models and their underlying theoretical or r '-
empirical formulations, 'mist prbVide...a reasonable degree of predictivq capa-

bility in order to allow evaluation of the Pbtential effects of alternative

strategies and programs. The proper balance between the relative stages of

development, of explanatory and predictive models and the stages of develop-

ment of financial health indicators must be determined. Financial indicators

alone do not suffice; examinations.of nonfinancial impact are also necessary.

Ibis again raises a question ofrelative balance, namely the desired. pace

pf development of indicators of nonfinancial dimensions of the higher education,

enterprise. as compared to the pace of development of financial indicators.

Indicators may also serve Federal policy purposeS'in.post-implementation

ev cation activities by measuring the degree to which desired out s have

ind been, or are being, adhieved on.a national basis. More deta. ed

indicato s could be useful for diagnosing the factors that are, o are not,

associated with success or failure,of programs. And, of course, to the degree

that future indicators allow valid between-institution comparisons, a common

pool of information could be established. thus facilitating interchange of

comparable normative informa&ion among institutions.
,

On the other side .-of,Arle coin,.there are theproperties or characteristics

that one would require of indicators if they are likely to be used for Federal,

policy purposes. First, the conceptual (and calculational) basis of any

...\jincricator must be readily understandable by all potenfiA1 audiences, in other

words, by others than just researchers and policy analysts-. Second; even

though indicators may prOvide only, one of the many inputs to policy deter-

°
mination processe4, and even though one wpuld,expect any single, indicator

to have a restricted range of applicability, it remains the responsibility

,ofkthe indicator developer and.those who apply the Methodology to clearly

delineate the proper uses and limitations of a methodology and its results.

Ease of gathering and updating, at suitable intervals, reliable and timely

data that are input to an indicator's calculation have and will continue to

`be extensively discussed. And finally, it would not surprise me if a sig-

nificant part of the discussion today and tomorrow revolved around the

questions of the adequacy and suitability of a framework for the validation

of proposed, indicators, and the actual conduct of such validatibn

It me cicise on that note. I am looking forward to participating in

the discussions of the next dayeand a half.
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ADVANCES- IN-THE-USE OF-FINANCIAL,INDICATORS .

, .

IN THE REGIONAL ACCREDITATION PROCESS

A

William T. Haywood
Vice President for
Business Affairs
and Treasurer

Skidmore College

I-

It is from the perspective of: service as the Chairman of the Sub-
ol*mittee on,Financial Stability, a subcommittee of the Committees on
Standards and Reports of the Commission-on Colleges pf,the Southern
'Association of:-Cclleges and Schools.(SACS)_, from rrembership-on the TaSk,
Force for"the development of the 'workbook "Self-Assessment of Financial
,Cbndition" recently published under the auspices of the American Council
on bducation and the National Association of Colleges and University
Business Officers and from personal involvement for nearly three decades
in the accreditation process that this presentation is made., Additionally,
I have had-an abiding intaest.over many years in attempting to develop
working financial` indicators as a tool in the.accreditation process. . We

have found in ^recent years with inflationary cost spirals resulting in
rapidly changing economic conditions in higher educational institutions
that our traditional approachai to financial stability evaluation of our
institutions were wholly inadequate leading frequently to embarrassment
of the accrediting'agenciek4nd sometimes to chaos Bor institutions.
Formal? criteria for the,evaluation'of the financial conditions of colleges
and-universities for either initial accreditation or-reaffirmation of
accreditation is essential if:we are to be effedtive in our endeavor. We
have found that constant monitoring' of financial condition frequently
forestalls disaster which would surely'have occurred had the full ten-year
time-span of the accreditation cycle run without interim review. Rea:.

sonablysophisticated tools are necessary in this effort.

The accrediting process, for our purpOses here is approached frowthe
point of view of the accrediting agency,with particular emphasis on the\

-----wark-needs'of-the-Subcarniittee-on-Financial-Stability. It-is- inportant,
to indicate the kinds of information. that the Subcommittee seeks about
college finances, the results of the Subcommittee's work, the helpful role
,of the lase of financial indicators in the-proceSS and f" the role

. that SACS is playing in theuse of financial indicators. An o tline of
the accreditation process and the work of the Subcomittee as a part of
thaeprocess is indicated.

SACS covers 11 states and has in excess of 700 higher education membef:
institutions. The institutions are divided into five, groups referred to
as Levels I through V, There are separate standing committees on Standards
,arldrReports,for Level I (2 year colleges) and -for Levels II - IV, i.e.,
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those institutions which offer bachelor!s degrees only, those which offer
badhelor's and master's degrees, those which offer bachelor's, master's and
doctor'sdegrees, and those offering graduate or professional degrees only.

Each candidate institution for either accreditation or reaffiimation
conducts a comprehensive self-study using standards and criteria established
by the commission-to determine whEther-the Standards of the commission are
met in achieving the institution's stated goals and objectives. In the
SACS area Standard Four is rather specific in identifying the criteria for
financial stability.

A visiting committee of educators from similar institutions is
appointed by the Commission to visit and study the institution and to
evaluate the institutional self-study. In addition to a number of academic
administrators and classroom teachers, each committee usually consists of a
college or Univ,ersity president, a'oollege business officer and a student
personnel dean. When thself-study is nearly complete, the chairperson
df the visiting carmittee makes a visit to the campus to assist with the
self-study and to respond to-any difficult questions which the local self-
gtudy group may have: This is followed by the visiting committee's site
visit upon..the oonclusjim of the self-study. In its evaluationcre0ort of
the self-study the visiting committee indicates with a highrdegree of
specificity to the Commission,its judgment of the strengths and weakensses
of the institution. In addition to indicating to the Committees on Standards
and Reports whether,or not eadtrStandard and its,subparts are met, a report
in essay form calls attention to peideived weaknesses which must be addressed
formally and trenc4Which foreshadow future trouble. It is from these
reports and from subseqdent annual institutional profile reports that
financial instabiiity'from whatever cause is identified..

The Subcommittee'on,Financial Stability was established two years ago
in response to the growing realization that the existing proCedure was
inadequate to effectively screen.institutional:prcifile and committee reports
for deteriorating financial condition. Thelulocommittee is comprised of
six senior business officers from representative institutions who have
'extensive accreditation and work experiendir'in two-year and four-year
'colleges,,in comprehensive universities, i4public, private and minority
institutions. It receives referrals eitherA,om the staff who screen
yearly profile reports,-or framthe-Camittees-on-Standards-and-Repbrts
above enumerated and, in same instances, from visiting committees which
seek the input of the Subcommittee on Financial Stability in its evaluation
of the institution's Standard Four financial stability portion oft.he self-
study.

- Each referred instit is assigneda reader who studies the auditor's
reports for the most recent ears, annual'profile reports, the Commission
on Colleges staff tiles,'the reports of bath staff and visits and
reports from special consultations. The reader presents ,his findings to the

I
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Subcaumitted which fully discusses the findings of the reader and his

)recommendations. If the'Subcommittee has,difficulty assessing the true
financial condition of the institution, it may pursue any one or a com-

bination of a number of actions, i.e.: (1) request additional inf6rmation;
(2) send a special consultant or Commission staff member to the college to
develop additional on-site information; (3) request the appropriate officers

of the institution to meet with the Subcommittee for consultation.

The SuboomMittees conclusions are based on analysis of the statistics
which are typically measured to determine the financial stability. These
statistics include: (1) trends for both PTE enrollment and full-time versus
part-time enrollments; (2) trends in revenues by categories and by fund
groups; (3) trends in expenditures by categories; (4) trends in long,term
debt: debt service and status;* (5) trends in short term debt: the purpose
and due.date; (6) the current ratio; (7)-trends in fund balances (8) trends

in receivables and payables; (9) the auditor's. notes; (10) the audit man-
, agement letter; (11) a consideration of the sufficiency of the audit; and

(12) whether or,not there has been program proliferation.

Upon the conclusion of all deliberations the Subcommittee'may take
any one of several courses of action:- (1) it may determine that the
financial condition is satisfactory and close the file; (2) it may determine

that the financial condition while satisfactory is such that it requires
constant monitbring and call for appropriate. updated information on an

;,,annual basis; (3) it may find that the financial condition is unstable and
direct certaiLl remedial actions with continued monitoring; (4) it,may determine

-that the financial condition has deteriorated to the point that the insti-
tution is no longer a viable educational organization and call for the
trustee chairman, president, dean and business officer to appear befdre either
the Committees on Standards and, Reports or the SUbcommittee to show cause
why it should not7be placed on either private or public probation or denied
accreditation, depending on the institution's current status. The chairman,

of the Subcommittee sits as a consultant to the Committees on Standards and
Reports and participates fully in their deliberations. Since he also consults
with the Committee on missions and Readmissions (initial accreditation)
and slice all three coMmittees meet simultand a hectic pace is main --

. tained on the meeting dates.

The next stage in the development of the evaluation Erocess wild. be
the use of the ACE/NACUBO workbook as part of the acateditaion process.
The phase-in of the workbook will begin with two seminars at the December
Annual Meeting. In these seminars we will introduce the use and purpose of
the financial indicators developed ih the workbook. The Suboolmuittee on

Financial Condition will use the indicators extensively requiring financially
unstable institutions to employ a reporting format similar to the workbook
indicators. The use of financial indicator measures will be employed by
institutions entering into the self -study process in 1980 and the indicators
will be included in the Standard Four revised descriptive material now
being developed.

. -
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Five years ago SACS began to collect data and publish statistics on
educational and general expenditures of its member institutions by level

of expenditures and size of institution. data base will be expanded

as needed acid will serve to validate use of the measures of financial

assessment by the Southern Association of-Colleges and Schools:
r
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PROBLEMS IN ASSESSING FINANCIAL twrilS OF P
COLLEGES AND UNIftSITTPS

Paulding
Coordinator of Postsecondary Research
-New York State Education Department

The task of monitoring the financial status. of colleges and uni-
versities is surrounded by problems and issues, both technical and
philosophical. This paper digcusses two of them: assessment of the.
financial health of public institutions and state-level uses.of financial
status indicators.

Financial Status of Public Institutions
,

, ;A
0

,
. . . V

..;i
, -.Assessment of. the financial status of public colleges and universities

has lagged behind similar efforts for independentinstitutions for a number
of reasons. -,One important Xeasonds measurement problems related to the 1fact that funding procedures'for public campuses generally do not permit :

deficits, one of the key indicators of-difficulty fOr independent colleges;
In addition, audited fpancial statements are generally not'available as
they are for independent institutions. Another reason is the nature of the
funding for Most public coll6ges which is'-deeply- rooted itrpolitics. Some-
alight even .argue that because 410-particular action would re043..t from mei-
surement of the status of a public campus, there is no real need for such
evaluations. - . .

4 I

, 1
. . . , ',64.

From a state' perspective, howeVer, the lb a need for.work on this'
topic. Considerations of equitirtate thaif the financial condition

. ,,
of independent institutions is being evaluated) then the,side should be %
cloth. for publics. Public campuses willi'face the same competition for
students as the. independents. In addition, pressures for reduced public-
spending ithe face of double -digit inflation and declining numbers of
high school graduates is,certain to create growing interest-in questions of
efficient use of resources in pUblic:institutions..This.in turn will raise
questions about retrenchnent,consolidation,and even- closure:` ---

Financially weak campuses will oreate'oneor'more of the follow ing
kinds of problems:

1) They use resources less",ffectively than healthYleampUses.

2) They compromise services and quality to make ends meet.

3). They drain resources aWayfrop,other campuses.

To deal -with these situations, additional informatidn and .insights about
*the financial status of lid campuses will be needed. The questibn is:
,What kind,ofinforpatio and insights?

11,
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Perhaps the first step in the.procesi oraniWering this -question is

a betted undeistanding of what financial weakness is in a public campus.'

For an independent institution this-is associatedwith.deficits and in-
sufficient resources., In.e.publiolcampusen'though deficits may not
be possible,, there can nevertheless be insufficient resources to carry out

the desired programs and activities. Thid will generally be translated

into higher,expen4tures per student if-the state decides-to cover the

costs, or reducek 'Ces in one form'cr another.(eg; increased class
sized, smaller - - , -- ). °.°The last two indicate the kind of .

N

intet-pretive confli -t may exilt: reduced spending and more efficient
operation will generally redudeiservidesthd° quality.' The balance between

the two may be a delicate one. ... -- '
.

0 4

. All of theseixxssiblirsbilakbe viewed in,thecontgxt of fixed a

enrollments'or.sbould be adjustiedfor enrolm4nt levels. It is not possible

to argue that by redUcing the size b14 campus the problem can be avoided.

Reduced enrollments resultin reduced fUnding because of the.kinds of

formulas'used to determine state supportfor:public caMpuses.- In fact, it

is generally true that economies of scale'vhork to the disadvantage of

- colleges in times of declining enrollment. This also suggests that the

problem we dfe discussing will 4-.0 nore relevant in the fupure.

Possible Measures .

- .

In light of all this,. whatsspeakic_measures can be used? It seems

likelyfithat primary, indicators will' be related to expenditures and pro-
ductivity, and changes in these over time,:.

"Student-related"' expehditures'per FTE student..
If this statistic'id "excessively large,," it indicates potential

problem.

.,
A "very large" average classsize.may'indicate efficient operations,

or it may point out 6n.instittitiorythat has been,compromising-,

quality -or increasing,facultTivwor-load-in-the-face-of-fiscal
pressures. A "yerlpsiiill"-,average class size will probably be

related joo either - high cdSts-perstudent or low salaries for
.faculty.

--. Faculty salaries. ' -

A third element in the puzzle is:the'-amount

most impOrtant of Which'isliacuIty.salaried
dawn, the. same services cart proVidecor

, 'becomes a serious problem why good fa
.theprpgramsof a' campus.

paid for inputs, the
. Ey-hording salaries
eps money.. This

leave and it disrupts

-_ Equipment, supplies,,etc.

"Peripheral" supportacan also be triftimed to make ends meet.

l
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long as essential activities are 'left untouched this will not be
,a problem.

- There are also indirect measures of difficultythat are relevant to
the financial status of a college. Declining enrollments and declining
enrollment shares would suggest a weakening in the financial base for a
college. This does not necessarily imply current or impending financial
difficulties, but does suggest possible trouble.

Mope of these measures can be used by itself, or even in conjunction
wits other measures, to determine -with certainty whether a public campus is
having difficulties. They can be used, however, to identify institutions
that d4serve more.carefui evaluation via a visit or supplekentary question-
naire. mere, costs or quality proved to be-significantly.out.of line with
averages and could not be justified on an exception Basis,further action
.could be taken. In all cases judgment would play an important role in'any
final. eterminations.

.

Possible State -Level Uses of the Statistics

Undetlying all efforts to measure and evaluate the financial status
of a-college should be a strategy for using the resulting evaluations.' It
iS not enough to say simply that one wants-to identiV institutions with L.
problems. What will be done with-the information.that Podunk College or
Rural State College are in difficulty? Several options are possible:

1) lictifY'the college and assist them to Overcame their problems.
%hilt, this is a noble thought, it may be counterproductive when
vigwed in the context of the. total higher education system in a
state. -Assistance might better go to strong, high quality insti-
tutions, than\to weak or marginal institutions.-

2) Identify broad areas where special assisincejfinancial or other)
might be' appropriate. If a whole class -of campuses faces the same
_fprohlem,...a_special_program-might-be-developed, This would be par-
ticuiarly relevant ifacceis or choi6e,for students would. e reduced
significantly if no action were taken.

3) Identi specific situations where'nerger or consolidation would be
appropr ate. This ,might involve the identification of "complementary"
institu 'ons, along with active matchmaking.

4) Active ss-ps to close a campus with "no prospects" for survival.
Pulling e plug on a terminal patient is likely to be as difficult
a task in *gher education as it is in the intensivesare.Ward.

'Because e political reverberations would be enormous, this actior
is:likely to be chosen in'very few (if any) cases.

1.
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Sensitivity of the Data

'0

Because general knowledge of the difficulties' of a particular campus".
will alpost certainly aggravate the problem, the data and profiles and
case stddi s used in studying individual campuses are particularly sensitive.
In the wr g hands pooi ratings could destroy-the chances for recovery and
survival. A dilemma arises,' however, beCause nearly all the.data required°
to evaluate the financial status of a collegeis in the public domain

3

covered by various Freedom of Information Acts. This suggests the need
for a great deal of _caution in developing data-profiles and case study,
reports. "Wbrking draft" status, for example, can-protect the actual.case
Work of an agency.

.

The raw datA are public, hoWever. This suggestg a need to develop
better statements to*be-sent.to those in the press and elsewhere that
warn of the problemt that may arise from inappropriate release of certain
kinds of statistics and interpretations: Perhaps ,NCES could take the lead
in developing such statements.
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FINANCIAL HEALTH INDICATORS IN MARYLAND

Frank A. SchmOtlein
Dire ct6r, Division of Acadesnic and Financial Planning

Maryland State Board of Higher Education

O

sl-

My comments Will foCus primarily on some general considerations which
are involved in the rise of° financial hqalth Indicators in Maryland.' Lubie

-'LapOvski then will speak to the history and specific uses of indicators.

First, I want to express sate concern ovelr the "image" conjured up
by the word indicator. Tb me, the word has something of a static quality,
a sense of measuring something against same immutable standard. This rarely
is the way we use financial Indictors in-making decisions. The important .

indicators we'examine are trends or relationships among trends. The trends,
perhaps somewhat drtificially, can be placed in two categbries. I have
termed these"strategic" trends and "operational" trends. Strategic trends
are those taking place in higher education's environment which affect'the
financial health of institutions. Operational trends are those taking place
internally in institutions As they alter, or don't alter, their operation'
in response to external changes, internal resourCe shifts and technological
changes. Lucie will elaborate on same of these trends..

The Strategic trends which have implications. for financial health fall
into four broad categories: -

f. Changes in the inputs available for institutions to operate.

2. Changes in the technologies which affect-institutional efficiency.

3. ChAnges in'the market for institutional outputs.

4. Changes in the relationships among inputs, processes, and outputs
( brought about by the .first three types' of trends.

Mariy of,these changes, and relationships among changes taking place, do
not haVe Short-term financial implications, nor are they frequently con-
sidered indicaprs of financial health. However, their long-term effects,
if not attended to sufficiently in advance, can be profound.

'When we began to work on the Statewide Plan for PostsecOndary Education
in 1977, we examined trends taking-place in the inputs into the educational_
Sys-em.' We had excellent data on trends taking place in availability of
access.

We noted enrollment of women And black undergraduates were close to
parit' with males and Caucasians. However, about half of our "A" sty dents
were going out -of- state, and we attracted very few merit scholars. We had
less reliable data on-trends affecting the availability ofstate revenues.
We were aware of trends taking place nationally, Such as legislation on
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handicapped accessability and energy conservation. Trends in the avail-
ability of qualified faculty were relatively clear. A very important, but
highly intangible trend-we could only gues at was the, social priority
Maryland citizens=would place on a quality postsecondary education system.
We Aid see that as the percentage ofthe population with children in ele-
mentary/secondary schools was declining, bond issues for financing

schools were passed less frequently. This appeared.to be partial evidence
of ageneral. public disenchantment over the values of-edudatiOn, at ;least
:for other people's children

With respect to the procesges and technorogy'of postsecondary education,
we saw-few trends suggesting savings in such a labor ihtensive enterprise.

fact, tie decline in inputs suggeSted trends toward higher unit costs
because of less efficiently used plants and fixed costs, an issue Lucie will,
address further.

Onthe output side; we saw the large number of graduates, competing for
what traditionally had been "colle40 graduate" jobs and manyenteting
occupations formerly the primary domain ornon-graduates. We more recently
found there were large shifts of four-year college students to the community
colleges. We found changes in demand among the occupations and,changes in
student perceptions of demand, leading tcrshifts among programs and needs
to undertake winful reallocations of resources. The traditional academic
market for doctoral graduates was beComing saturated in many.fielas. There
were other trend's also, too numerous to list, which we perceived to have,
financial implications.

.

. Those trends I have enumerabed; often were not considered-indicators
of financial health having urgent current implications, but let us consider
some of their effects. . . .

The downturn*in enrollments is putting institutions in an economic
4

"Catch 22" situation.' They need to maintain theirspality to attract better
students and faculty ka to maintain their reputations - a valuable oammolaify
in a field where outcome measurements are extremely,value-laden and hard-to
define. However, funding is heavily based-on the-mkber of students served
and tightening up standards in the face of greater coMpetition for enrollments
takes a somewhat rare form of courage. The Statewide Plan sought to enhance
the financial health of the entire state system by placing enrollment limits
.on'institutions which had reached or were nearing the capacity of their. . '

physical plant. At the same time new programs were proposed for institutions
which were underenrolled to make their offerings more ,al,ttractive. Scholar-

ships and honors programs were proposedto attractback\to Maryland the.
-top .students going out -of- state, thus increasing the attractiveness of our
institutions and giving theM more competitive ability to maintain enrollibents.
Diffbrentiation was stressed in missions assigned to segments of,higher edu-
cation in order to prevent unnecessary duplication, or the development of
underenrolled, km quality programs. The development and use of predictive'_
indexes for student admissions was recommendvd to ensure institutions selected,
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students likely to stiocedd in their programs.' '

in.
. .

Criteria far apprOval of new Programs were strengthened to furrier
control program duplication and quality. The nilMber of institution' '. 1*offering- doctoral programs was restridted, An eValuatiOn system, loped
afa cooperative enterprise with the Middle States Association was ro-:
posed'to help ensure th0e9bbrces made'ayiilalqae would'loe used.to.the.'
best advantage.

.

- .
,

'-' 4. , . .
.

In stammary,the trends, or indicators, we. examined suggested' fewer
students, stringent(state budgets and, as a result, &Competition for
students whiCH would raise costs and reduce quality - we wbuldrisk not,
getting the current return on our dollars When all indications were that
'increasing the,gualitYjafigher education in' Maryland, together witfti
efkiciencyi should'be our-primkry goals in the coming years. Difficult
decisions, on discontinuing lower priority activities would require a,state-
-Wide perspective and means- to encourage tough institutional choices,.

One. last note, which is important-to mention is that there are7r15-..
abSolute'measures Of financial health.,-We 120abome accustomed to particular
standards of quality 9d our indicatCrs,are related to these standards or
the changing status of peers. ArguMentS over financial health, therefore,'
generally focus on the degree various standards of performance - whether
mlasured in terms of inputs, process, or outpute-.are.maintained over time
Orin relation to dbmpetitors. .The essential decisionS'are political, not
technical: (have begun,tc-suspect that legislators in states below the rt

mean for suPport-of education prefer. in-state trends as indicators
and those from states ahoVe themeanprefer interstate indicators as support
to help them contain budget demands.

Lucie_will now lend some specificity and detail to these. general obser-
vations in term's of'indicators Used fgthe operational decisions which our
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,USE OF FINANCIAL HEALTH'
INDICATORS IN. MARYLAND

Lucie Lapovsky
Coordinator, Financial Planning

.

A'.Maryland State Board of Higher Education

Financial health indicators are used in Maryland when an institution
is requesting. State assistance, when an existing institution chooses to
offer a new degree,and/or academic prograM and when a new institution
requests approval to operate in Hyland. Certain standard indicators are
always reviewed irrespective of the type,of request or the governance of
the institution; in addition, specific indicators. are- analyzed based on the
type of request and,the-specific governance .of the institution.

N
Historically, financial health indicators have been applied primarily

to the private sector, In Maryland, a miajOr studr6t the independent
institutions was tindertaken;in 1973 to assess the ,need for brOad-based State

support for the independent institutions. The report analyzed the dependence
of these institutions on current operating funds to conduct their operations
andthe Ability of each institution to meet itsoperating deficit because
of eiShoitt fall in student tuition anctfee inbrK'drom endowment fund
income -and annual fuhd-raiding activities. Projectiahs of the financial' 4

condition df this segment of highereducation ware made for FY 1977, and
the repOrt concluded that many of the institutions would net be financially
Viable without an Paditional source of support. A formula-funded program
based on the General Fl.rdimpportuat the public four-year institutions and
the enrollment at the independent institutions,was by.the legislature

as a result of this'report. There are two major re=glor'stbstantial
State support for the independent institutions An Maryland. The'independent '-

institutions offer aldesired high quality, product,.and it is les's costly to
subsidize the independent Instit0iions.hakto absorb many of the students

-fiervedby tfifs sector into the public segMent of higher education in

,.Maryland. These two reasons hge been 'used~:as tbdAustification.fcr in-
creasing the formulktupport by the State to the independent institutions-
.during the,laSt feW years.

.
.

In terms of the Community Colleges in Maryland which are governed
locally,.. financial health has been assessed in recent'liears in relation to

increases .in the State's aid fOrmula. An assessment of the local govern-
ts. ability to contribute to the Community Colleges has been conducted.

addition, the effect of tuition increases on enrolIment'has,beeereviewed,
*periodically the State has concluded that withoutadditional State

assistance, the required levels Of tuition and fees would71deverely.inhibit

the open -door policies of the Coinnimity Colleges,

Annually, the4four-year public institutions, in Maryland must request
'Statefands for their operating budgets. Historically, those institutions
"utliallavelxr,able to operate most efficiently have received the lowest
_state funds; per student..:,Z,This has frequently had an adverse impact on -the
jpality,of education at-these institutions and has encouraged inefficient
institutiond-to,remain inefficient.' Presently,' the State Board

f
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for Higher Educatign assesses the need for support for these institutions
based on the relationship of their budget requests with a,standard set
f gqidelines which take into account economies of scale, as well as the

afferent types of students py level and type'of academic program, The
d is trying to move toT4rd a more equitable distribution of State re-

`o, 'among these institutions. Those institutions which are most

likz. to face problems in the future are the ones which are presently
opera. significantly abovp the guideline level of expenditures and those
which ),,,e an exceedingly heavy reliance on State funds to support their

.cperatin gets as s. '0_ ed with their tuition and fee income. The_

institutip,;which have the86 problems tend to be underenrolled and/or
have a p .71 tly loWer division undergraduate student body while.
.supporting a ch- oriented faculty with comparatively high salaries
and low tea

When an exis .-tutiop chooses to offer a pew degree and/or°
academic program, faculty, ibrary, facility and other-support resources
are evaluated to en e that the e adequate to provide a quality program: ,

In addition, enrollmen projections reviewed in terms of student interest_
as wellas Sob market tial to assess the demand foi.,the prograni.

Finally', the impact of = program on other institutions in the State is
,

assessed in terms-of progr duplication.
.0

°

'When a new institution app to operate in Maryland, its finandial
health is analyzed in terms of the cy of the resources it has to be
able to offer a quality eddcational program in terms'of Maryland's minimum
standards. In addition, a 'new institution must be able to put up a bond so
that if it does go out of business, its debts can be paid off,and students
cad be reimbursed.

?s we move into a decade where enrollment ,declines are projected
Statewide, the question of how to allocate existing scarce resources in an
efficient manner that will allow parvision of high quality education must
be adaressed. It is now incumbent upon the State to look at .financial
indicators generally"in order to make difficult decisions about resource

-

allooakions, The questions tar all of us are"Whibh indicators are releVant?"
andflUhat decisions does one make given the indicators?" °

t=k

In the long rune it is necessary to assess the aggregate physical plant,
capacity of all the institutions in relation to the projected enrollment. -

, In Maxyland as weforecast-into the 1980's, it is clear that we'Will have
excess physical capacity. 'The excess capacity will not be spread equally
across either institutions or segmentS: Presently, we have certain insti-
.tutions with excess capacity and others which'have"ehrolkents greater than
their physical plant should.accammodate. Schools,with excess capacity tend
to be unhealthy financially, becaUse dispropartion4te amounts of their
operating resources in 'comparison with similar institutions are being devoted
to support of an unnecessarily large plant, and.repources-are thus being

',diverted from providingedudational services. These institutions' re faced

19
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with a real dilemma. They are unable to increase their enrollments with-
'out improving their instruction, and support services yet they are unable to
do this becausethey haye to devote an inordinate amount of their resources
to the support of theiK_plant: Fran a State perspective the question of
how tb manage this profflem is aifficult. The State can choose to try to
divert students, to certain institutions through provision of new academic,
prOgrams and thus spread the excess capacity more evenly; the State can
wait and let sanainstitutions die of "natural causes" or the stabe'can
either close or combine certain institutions. The choice the State makes
depends on trade-offs among the amount of resources available, the quality '
of education to be offered and political realities. Other factors affecting
financial health in relation to physical plant are the energy efficiency of
the institution, the condition of the physical plant in terms of age and.
quality and the adequacy of the types of:space for the academic-programs
which are oTred;

A second factor affecting the financial health Of institutions of
higher education is. the ability of an institution to attract and retain
students. Institutions are faced with a trade-off between maintaining
theit'present enrollment and reducing the quality of their students. Insti-
tutions will be tempted,to reduce their'academic requirements in order to
increase their enrollments. If theamount o'f remedial work required is
substantially increased, the,health of higher education in general will have
to be examined. For example, we, have an institution with a nursing program
Where less than one-third of the graduates of this program are able to pass
the State nursing eXam;,one must seriously question the use of°resources
to support this program.' Those institutions which will be able to attract
and retain students will be those which will be able to adapt quickly to the
Changing academic demangkof the students. ;n relatfOn to this aspect of

#
financial health, ohel6pst examine; the percent of,the faCUlty with tenure
as well as the perCent of 'the faculty which is part-time and can thus be

easily changed even in mid-year if necessary. In addition, an institution

with a large cent of its student body receiving financial aid isin
jeopardy-of S major enrolment decline if the Federal government alters its
policies:

A third Mctor affecting financial health is the ability ofan institution
to attract outside resources. Nationally, there is a correlation between
high quality public institutions and institutions which, have large foun-
dations associated With them: _Institutions which receive spstantial'support,
from their endowment income -and from outsidefund-raising are provided
with a cushion agaihst enrolment fluctuations. 'An institutidn which is
forced to use its endowment income and.sell its physical assets is in trouble
financially if this situation persists for any'length of time. *

A fourth factor affecting financial health is the administiation.of an
institution. This factor is frequently intangible and extremely difficult
to measure, An ins4itutiori with enlightened management which is:willing to
try innovative approaches.and which is willing,to make difficult decisions
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in terms of retrenchment has a-much higher probability of remaining financially
healthy than aft-institution which does not have the benefit of this type of '

leadership.

In conclusions, the question'of,financial health in higher education and
the use of financial indicators to asses health are extremely difficult
andoxxplex problems which require a. good deal of research. A major problem
associated with the use of financial indicators is .that if one pronounces
an institution unhealthy de must follow this conclusion with action.

-N,Ftither thecinstitution must be closed or combined with another institution, though
this is rarely done because of the politics of the situation; or new programs
aneresources must be'devoted to the institution to save it from its natural
(fate. An, institutionwhich would have died naturally will now require positive
action ,whibh is usually costly..

.
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LINKING STATE FUNDING AND INSTRUCTIONAL PERFORMANCE

. 'E. G. HOME

'Director, Performance Funding Center
Tennessee Higher Education Cciission

The Intent

In many states, public higher education funds have generally been

allocated on the basis ,of.an enrollment model or formula, though such models

have been,, subjected to growing criticism in recent years.' Anticipating

both public and profeskonal concern withrenrollment=driven funding policy,
s'

the Tennessee Higher Education CarmiSsicn implerkented in the fall of 1974

a five-year, half-million-dollar development,effort entitled the Performance

Funding Project. Its purpose was to explore the feasibility ofallocating

some portion of state funds on a performance criterion.

The Results

In the fall of 1979, a performance funding policyzwas implemented for

the 1980-81 appropriations cycle. Apprdaimately'two percent of insti-

tutional budgets was allocated on the basis of institutional performance

on five instructional ferforMance/quaiity,,indicators: (1) proportion of

eligible academic programs accredited, (2) assessment-of general education

outoams, (3) 9ssesSment of specialty-field outcomes, (4) peers evaluation of

programs, and (5) student/alumnLsatisfaction indices. The range of allo-

cations available base&on this evalmation'was from $30,000 at smaller

institutions to-$1,080,000 at the state's largest institution.. A copy

-of the pelformance funding policy--as it appeared in the appropriations

,instructions-- is attach"...

The Method

Adoption and impleuentation:of 'this policy followed a'long effort

involving eleven different caMpusl-bed pilot efforts among Tennestee

colleges amd.universities--three community Colleges, five regional uni-

versities,Ili two-doctoral universities.. These campus-based projects were

built on performance:contiacts between the Commission and the institutions

and-their governing boards. For relatively modest contract suppoft, the

eleven participating institutions contracted over a tWo-yeaeperiod (1976,'

1978): to develop instructional,perfOrmande indicators and to acquire

-initial data-on these indicatOrs..'Activities and results .of the pilot

-;projecbs fanned thebasis for the performance funding previously described.

Funded by grants from the Kellogg Foundation,, the Ford FoUndation, and the

Fund for the,Improvamnt of Pbstsecondary Education, thfi:iird4ct was guided by

-both national and state advisory,panels,tle.latter including executive

:-..anOilegislative members.
I ,
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The- Significance

Public'sector managers, ana scholars of public sector manag
and financerhaLveclorig sought closer links between ,funding and re ts.

in higher education,And in other governmental activity. Executive and
legislative offieere have yearned for better handles in making pricrity.
allocations of state dollars. Experiments in the application oE certain
.manageimmt.concepts--sucg as PPES--were conducted in .the climates of initial
ehthusilsm and disappointing results. -This presentation -tells the story
of an effort.whith sought'a'modest link between funding and performance.
It. is a story with potential for affecting higher education and other public
sect& management and with pome i!otential forlorivate sectOr management of
service and budget-based institutions.

The..Concerris'

. 'Some of the concerns raised by institutional and board personnel in
the fall of 197,9 'implementation of the Performance Fundihg Policy are
expressed in these questions: (1) Will public officials take the performance
ratings'andattempt to establish some sort of.qualitative* ranking of insti-
tutions? (2) Why should institutions be deprived of allocations on.quality
when they are not getting enough money. to have quality under current
apprOpriations levels? (3) Will the rich get, richer and poor get poorer?.
Will the large universities.make out better on these variables than the
smaller community colleges? (4) 70 what extent do the performance variables
and standands adequately recogniie the hide variation in mission emongthe
state's institutions? These concerns,.and others, merit thoughtfurconsi4eration.

,

The Future

The 1979 fall' appropriations cycle-- tions fOr expenditures
in.1980-81--is the.first,attempt to utilize, a 'formance funding policy
in Tennessee highereducation. Severalk&tures of the policy are already
under consideration-for revision, following receipt of suggestions from
can plises and their boards. The fall evaluation of these initial performance
variables and stanaards has already produced number of ideas for improving
this policy. At the tiMe of this writing, however, the higher education
connunity in Tennessee has taken en initiative ofboth philosophical and
practical interest in linking state funding to measures of"instructional
performance.

23
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Proposal to Allocate a Portion of State Appl-opriarions for
Tennessee. Higher Education Upon the Results of Instructional Evaluation

Features of the,Proposal

(1) The THEC Would recommend a funding allocation to be based on evaluation
of instruction at ea&I institution. This allocation might'be stated in

a maximum dollar amount or percentage (for exanplefan amount'equal.to
2 percent of educational and general expenditures) & for'each institution.)

(2) A Profile of Instructional Assessment as described below would be cam- .

pleted by eaclnstitution and, tted with the appropriationg request.

Data in this schedule would farri basis for an evaluation for each

institution.

(3) The evaluation and assignment of-numerical weights on the five instruc-
tional variables could` be conducted by (a) gpyerning board staff with'
THEC staff review, (b) the THEC staff, or (c) an external consultant
team in consultation.with either cf the preceding.

. .

(4) The evaluAion translated into numerical format would determine what
portion 'of this allocation an institution would receive. For example,
If the percentage were 2 percent of E & G and this amount were $200,000

Institution A --=and if Institution A received a rating of 60--ft, would
"get 60 percent of its allowance or $120,000.

(5) Suggested variables and relative weights areas follows:

,

A MaximanNuarerical Weight

(1} Proportion of Eligible Academic Programs

AcCredited - l

(2) Performanceof Graduates.on a Measure of
General,Education'OutoaMes

(3) Performance of GradbateS on7a Measure Of-

SpeCialized or. Major Field Outoomes.
(4) Evaluation of Institutional Programs and ,

:Services by Enrolled Students, Recent
Alumni, COngunity/Employers :

'(5) Peer EvalUation of Academic Programs

20
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*The istandards for,ea variable are' attached.
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Ipstructional Evaluation Variable - Program Accreditation

-

(1) Institution has less than 75% of eligible*
academic pidgraMs accredited

(2) Institution has 75% to 90% of eligible
.. academic programs. accredited- ,

. -

.(3). -, Institution alas mote than 90% of eligible

-academic pibgrams accredited but
not . all -

(4) Ins titution has all- eligible programs .

..accreditAd.

4

4

F.
J

3)

Numerical Rating
;

b

( 15

20
4

4

t.

. * A program is defined as "eligible" if there is a' Council on Postsecondary , ,. ,.

Accreditation-approved agency or organization( which accredits programs. for
that field and degree level--and especially if a Tennessee institution holds
accreditation far that particular degree and field. -In view .of mission and/Or
other priorities, it is possible that sate, accreditable programs which 'would

gibld- for such consideration shoald not be accredited. .A list of
'date programs for ,consideration in this formula feature should be developed

by the Cam4ssion in cooperation with the. institutiond and governing boards '.

and should be approved by the Omission for funding purposes . ,_

25.



Instructional Evaluation Variable - Graduate Performance on a MeasUre of
k General Education Outcomes

.

Numerical Rating

(1) The institution has:assessed the-performance 5
e-

of ,a representative .sampling a significant-
number of graduates* on a measure Of general
education outcomes** on a pilot or one time .

basis during-the last three years.,.

(2) The institution has :an ongoing program to 10

assess,the performance of its,graduatea on

a measure of general education outcomesand
has data.available for more than one'class
of graduates during.the last thredyears.,

(3) The institution has assessed-the performance . 15

of its graduate's on.a measure of general
educational Outcomet and for at least one
.assessment during the last three years can
Idemonstrate that the developmentof its
graduates --that is, the change in performance.
from.freShman students to graduating stude5ts
--is equivalent to the deVelopment of students
from institutions whose freshment students'.
performance is at a comparable level.

4'

(4) the institution has assessed the performance 20

.of its.graduates.on'e measure of general educational
outo3mes-and for atleast one assessment during
the last:three yeardan demonstrate that. the
develcsaent of its graduates =-that is, the change
in performance from:freshman students to graduating

;

students--is above the development:of graduates
frail- institutions whose freshmen students- .
formance waslat.ecomparable level.

..

*Graduates forits major degree, --associate lor two institutions

.and bacheloes-foethenior institutions.

**Ceneral eduCation butcomes are generkly 'defined here. as performaribe

on major intellectual skills nand knowledge expected of graduates with-

a particular'degree-!-c cemunication, Problem-solving, reasoning, fa,

Jniliarity with major modeS ofthoughtvetc', The measure, of outoome'

--must be a nationally prepared assessment instruMgint hiving norms-...

beyond the inititution. Dimples would ,.include the ACT "COMP batterY,--
the. Ens GREAptitUdebests, the:EIS Undrgraduate Assessmtnt Program, -
ortheETS,Test of:Kcadaimio*.Competpencips and General- Edudation.

Note: .,The report mat specify the'instratelt, the time /date of _

istration, the populaiOn oriample assessed, data results and
analysis, and comparison with scale comparative ovabsolute standard.

p
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Instructraluationyariable - Performance of Graduates on a'MeasOre
of Specialized or Major Field .Competence

ro

Numerical Rating

(1) Institution has assessed- performance* of a . 5
,representative sampling. of graduates** in'
one or more of its program fields leading
to a majorvithin last three years.

. -
......- P. .

(2) Institution has assessed performance of a , 10
-representative sampling of graduates in a
the'majority of'program major fields during
the past three years. '1,w .. . 4.

1

(3) Institution has assessed,performbnce of a
representative sampling of_ graduates in
majority of its program major fields within
the past three years and can 4erronStrate
that the performancd of its:graduates rank
with or abbve the performance Of graduates'
from similar irmrtitutions***in majority
fothese field's.

10 - 20

l*Theinea.gUre of performance must be an assessment instrument/Procedure
constructed external to the institution=with'normatkve-standards.
available for'state, regional, or national samples. ExampleS would
include-the GRE field tests by ETS, state or national licensing exam:-
inaiions, professional field tests such as the National Teacher Exams.

**The number of grOuates assessed must be sufficiently representati4to
permit statistically sound inference's to all graduateg in that field.

***Similar institutions are those,whose entering freshmen performance .levels
are coMparable.

.

O
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Instructional Evaluation. Variable - Evaluation of Institutional Programs
and Services by Enrolled Students, t

Recent Akuinni, and:Community Members/
Emolovert

,.-

i
,..

For any year in the past three years, an nstitut-: ,

tion has conducted a survey of signiftsantsize -

of referent group evaluation of institutional -4b1

programs and.services.! The,three7refelpt groups
.ere currently enrolled students, recent alumni,

, 1

mil CatiraBlitY\ rrenber$A3V10YeXS . .4-

G. 4iV. 4

(1) For one 'of liiese referent ;groups with limited
_..

5

program or service'application. For example,
a Survey of graduates for one or two academic
fields: ,

..
. A .e.-

(2) For two or more of these referent groups with 10

limited program or service appliCation.

Numerical Rating.

(3).For one of these referent groups with applica-'"
tion to entire institution.

(4) For two or more of thete referent groups with
application to entire institution.

15

20 it

*The survey instrument employed may be'a natiOnallyconstructed,instrument
such asethe Student Reaction to College published,by. ETS, the NOTENS

Prtgrant Completer OlAstionnaire, or a locally-constructed instrument.
Theinstrumentmust-yield:guantifiable responses which reflect satis-

faction or evaluation' indices,. The report must describe the instrUr

nie,nt,-,timeidate of;use,:the popula.tign stirveied,'theresPonse rate, .

svirtiary And analysis of data, and poky"program improvement. actions

`taken as result.

2g
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Instructional Evaluation Variable - Peer Evaluation, of Academic Programs

Nurterical Rating

'Ili The institution has.conducted a formal 5.0 evaluation of at least two major program
fields during the last three yearsan
dvaluation,utilizingapeer review team .

of scholarg'fromothetinstitutions outside -
thestate and/or practicing professionals .
within a field.* The institution cah:further
indicate what changeein policy or practice
urimilde-as' a result of eciailiations.

. . - i e--,
(2) 'Iliinstitution can demonst;ratz that 1t has , 10 , 46

conducted at least five eval6a-tions within .

the last five years part of an ongoing
'of -revi=r, and can furthe

indicate changes ip .. licy or practice
made as a result of e evaluations.t.

,

(3) The institution 'can demonstrate that one or
more of,its acadelt programS enjoy a
favorable peerreputation beyond thestate.
Evidence of such peer reputation'caritake
the form of national peer reviews similar
t.o. the cartter study _or institutionally--
conducted studies.

*A, peer review team t
the institution.

A

20',

of two or more persons Qho have visit:

-

5

Note: The sqpportin data for this variable mist describe the program
field; the position, and brief vita outline of peer team
members; the tes of visit/evaluation; the major findings; and
follow-up anti ns taken..

.
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YORE ARE.THE BOTIOM: LINES.?

T. Michael Elliott
Director

Atz

Arkansas Department of 'Higher Education

O

)

V'

I guess Hans Jenny got us started with the Golden Years. It's
continued through At The.Crossroads, The Turning Point, The New repression, P
From Red To Black?, and others. Presentations have varied fram the staid,
conservative Bowen/Minter report..s to the rather sensational hEiadlines in, .

Change. 4 the end, however,ile are still faced with the probleni'of
trying to pin down that eluSive concept financial condition, or, sore
difficult still, financial distress,/ In preparing_ for els conference
I reviewed the papers that came oUt.of the'1978 working,c4fFence, and
was much impressed' with the quality ofeffort and thought beVg.levoted to
the subject, Given such effOrt, no doubt we will eventually Peadhsatis- 1

factory understandings'in this field, but in the meantime, we hadblaproblem.

The initial invitation to speak here today was framed in terms Of
experience'in the uses of financial conditio information for state policy

, or as-applied-to state sector institutions. I declined to speak on that
subject. Not only could I not tell you of "my'experiences" in applying
financiarcontrodata to state sector institutions; i don'e even knOw
tcwto goyabout it. In fact, I doubt' the validity of such efforts.,.Rather,
I suggested that the 'most I cduledoip414de to present some questions -
which, at .least fotme, remainimsdered; and,for'ullich the answer's are
essential before we can apply to the, State sector environment the tech-
niquesbeingdeveloped by several of those assembled herd.

Let me starts out by.saying that financial conditions or financial
healthNindicators Seem tome to-teptiwo types.

1: .InfOrmation for management-- Many Of the techniques discussed atthis_
and-its predecessor-conferences yield data' and information which are
u.sefulto,t4oseinvolved in the management of. institutions. Samev,

finanCial.inqcat6idatLmay help the nanager identifi a pro0.em, or
understand',AMProm.ss-thatis'active at his or her institution. On this

4-
) ..dimensionour progress iS;encouraging and steady'. ,

_-

2. 1nforination for sponsors or investors-.- The Unmet need fiSffinancial,
condition information lies-in our ability t.8'.adequately, explain the

O0n4itiOnof our institution to_thOse who suppOrtor.invesp,in it, in
_Ways enabla,them:to make infoined judgments'about continuing
to inVest,-AbOut increaSing:s4ppOrt, or (shuddi:T) about terminating

. _
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her'-Tthe- sOnsors areAndividual dOnors, a church or a state
his attire, 'tie. gxtestions

'iimiedr ate
areJcining increasing frequency. My

-problerjilt fin41g adegtiate indicators of the second,.type for
.use:wi sta._ sector institutions.

Us.Involyed in this field owe an _obVious_ debt to John Minter
WhO haS .extended the techniques beyond -anything 'else available before he

an `this txirk, andth Hans Jenny,, who 'continues to challenge Otis- -to look
beyond, today's: ledger --sheets to improved ,ways of doing things: ,Minter's:
TAIOrk has led to extraordinary '!applied" progress partially reflected in

'recent-134449a4o.ri.04 the self-assessment. workbook. by Dickmeyer and
INghes. ''Otsher# 1:114.0ontribUted-ta 'a *ore sophisticated type of Progress,

ttie; interesting ,statistical work of ,Collier,rePOrted last year, and
a.1.--fOrther illurninated by Sterner.- But thrang#''all work,
have Yet,,bee:n =unable' to identify-, a solid .concePtU44iftairework that.describes
the 'Meaning of loaLWe,sheet based indicators for....itate sectar, ins tutions.,

.,;By:franewerk;-'1-mecliva theoretical description' of the meaning of the *.
indicators,. not the numbers and not the';techniques. Of 'curse We can
canpUte myriad, ratios for .all institutions, and I can relate, if only
,analbgy, th 'ft* balance statistics derived from analytic techniques used
in the business world in for -profit organizations. Even: sane of these

tanalogoies are, of course, tenuous, but state sector institutions, 'I
any' car\mot"find.the analogy. As an aside at -this. point, .let Me add

that,thiS, conference; especially .some hallway and.over lunch conversations,
giVe niece - t. especially` encouraged by the'work to be reported-

here
4 ,

lb .1.1.11istr. 4te the Ort:ibikn I, see, Ift,ine cite two exantaes. die .

With Which I had.913portuni-b4,0 work sane yeare_ago-had experi-
,enced same deCiztne frt.* a peak'°:readhed in 1967,.0t through

"N,
1976 the overall enrollment picture had been fairly stable. Faculty had
bienereduCeicj;:hayever that'Oe Stt4entri odlty ratio showed._ a marked
increase. (Is-that, 'efficienOy or, aecreased, quality?) But the

"lad a,444Pial- that 'COUld hardly be more grim.. There
had very sizeable'anrnial- ieit _for each of the last six years.
The-, unrestricted current aseeta.toliability _ratio, the acid test ratio °
exhibited the', trqy remarkable Value' df -0-.07. note that John Minter

its iifr,:kexpresSing4-this. statistic in the .inverse, with liability as a
c.s.# of 'Current assets: thecarreSponding, Value would be 1,482 peroent.y

The, uniestria" -te&WOrkirigLcapital -was --a-llegati Current balance equal
to eltiroximatelai 5-0 percerit. the -annual / gets, *nc i. has been at tit
levee; for several years. ;Without, worrying- over- the details, my point with
this' restitution,. my favorite ekainge, is that 'clearly, obviously, without
quetibn, the-institutiOn was on the brink of demise. Au contrair&
Ihree years later I can .-report -.you that it :there, -stal
operating, that ita financial' tistics lObk essentially unchanged
frar .those deScribedhere, the best gdess';-I can make tor you today is
that four ficrinow will be- there and still" be on the brink. Now

r
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in this instance, our attempt to project from our overwhelming financial
statistical analysis was foiled by the intervention of a church and also,
in this instance, of a federal program which together effectively said,
in dollars and cents terms, that this institution ghallnot die. The

question "Why not?" has never been answered; or, in fact, asked. Unit,

costs, program quality, and balance sheet notwithstanding, the institution '

will continue. This kind of thing leaves would be doomsayers such as myself
with egg on their-face, even in independent sector institutions.'

But if this kind of problem can exist in the- independent sector, where
we might more reasonably expect an institution to live or die by its balance

Sheet, what we can do in the state sector where subsidization is the full
name of the game. Consider the case of a hypothetical small'insfitution,
founded in the euphoria of the early sixties, and now already far ahead
of the population curve in terms of declining enrollment. Ehroliments.dre

spiraling down, and unit costs 'are spiraling up. No67 it is my job, obviously,

to go to Representative Smith and Senator Jones and explain, politely,
that "Gentlemen, I'm sorry, but you're just going to 'have to close down

Pumpkin Patch State College here. u're.going to have to give pp local

higher education services for ye. yo g
.

people, give up one of your

community's few potential attracti., or more business, give up the local

_payroll, give up the various local etonomic:ripple effects of the college's
presence, because it is clea'ily uneconomic to continue to operate this

institution in the'present-enrollment environment." 'Fat chance! The

response is predictably going to be a call fof increasing the .subsidy to

that institution to preserve its vital service to the region, and a

concurrent call fOr a new director of the State Department of'Bigher. Edu-

cation who perhaps "has more vision as to what the state system can be."

Or consider the capital problem."'"Hans Jenny has told is over and over

gain how our accounting methods lead to our underfinancing ourselves be-
cause of our rather casual Way ,of handling capital. But a state insti-

tution need not worry about that problem, which to me has always been'
something akin to building up a salrings account against a future capital

need. Rather,' When it determines' that it needs a new building (frequently

even ifrit- doesn't), it simply convinces thedegislaturs, obtains the funds

and builds the building. There is-no problem of capital#ation of earlOr
investments-in thelloorn out or used up capital facility. ,And if the
institution fails to' convince theklegislature, it simply "makes do."- In

passing we shopla'note that 'Most independent institutions i'7eally follow a

similar process, only instead of the legislature; they convince their
alumni, other donors, or foundations that the time has cc hen a new

building is required.

Our future i clouded in higher education by several unknowns. Un-

certain enrollments,-pernicious inflation, and accelerating attacks on the
social value of higher education certainly suggest that the future is less
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than clear, Critical to our future, I believe, is the degree to which we
face up to our difficult Challenges with an'integrity of leadership within
higher education, allowing higher education toprovide leadership with
'integrity for Ameridan society. That will mean for some Sponsors or
investors, be they individuals, foundations,'churches, States, or even
federal agenCies, that'we must boldly confront the issue c5. "pulling the
plug" on some institutions. Researchers,. like you can help us respond with
'clarity and courage if you can continue to perfect your art in the ways *
being discussed at this cenferenee.

The point of my remarks here today is not to7pretend'to have.told .

any of the experts here present anything they didn't know, but to challenge
them to focustheir research efforts toward improved techniques, of course,
but alspi toward the deVelopment of conceptual framewiorkwhich,I.can under-
stand, which I can communicate to othbrs without teChnicallbaCkgrounds,
and which will enable real life policy makers to use the techniques you
are developing._ The probleM of information for management is not solved,
but is well along'relative to the problem of information'for sponsors or
investors. I'm encouraged by your progress, however, and hiope you find
early success.

a
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LEGISLATIVE USES_OF FINaNCIAL DATA
,.

FOR °STATE POLICY KING
.

(-
. *

t.
- William D., Law, Jr.

Staff. Corrrnittee on Higher Education op
_ Fl6rida .House of Representatives

ta -e .

=While most of us care .familiar with changing trends in the field Of

postsecondary education, changes associated, with the manner in which state
legislatures conduct their business may not be as'readilY apparentCCne of
the significant reforms of the past decade has been4markarbhange imthe
size and compencies c4pcofessional legislative staffs. 'The pattern of
staffingbamilitties with part time help in cokbination with .district aides
during the legislative session has been abandoned largely in favor of full
time, progebsional staff, often with significant background in the field of

the committee purView. Asp is often the case, this evolution may be vid4ad

as both-bane and blessing.
ICA

.. .
/ .

In the first instance, the'emergence of legislative staffs provides

the opportunity for a considerable amount of.umeddling" from the Vj,ewpOint

-N of agency personnel. ClearWmuch more time is cth'rehtly spent by insti-
tutional andegency.staff in responding .to requests for information to

..,_

support proposed legislatism or interim projects-and studies- The perfor-

mance of legislative oversight to monitor cartoliaqcOmithexisting law also

exacts,-;a toll among those who must respond. from thefield. . Absent the , :

$develoOment of gultable.professionaI %biking relationships; the .presence
of legislative stef personnel can indeed be a bane. .

..

4

.pri balanceithowever, professionajegislati4e staffing should provide'
an opportunity for continuous refinement Of the understandings of the
canplekity of po§tseCondary education and the futility involved in, the

propo sal of Sip4 solutions to'poblems.. ,

Abe- use of_financini measures,at 'the legislative level is one such

rtunity. Florida, like every state' in the nation, has experienced

inTgrowth rate-in the past two decades, and has Moved agregsively

tthedemAnd Of the citizenry for- to POStsecOndary eduCltion..
A fidanz, .have built six universities and tOenty-three eicmmipity

college's in that4perioc1;. university _enrollment. has gone -frau- jilit over
twentk4hqusand students to, more then one4hpndred-_:t14erity7thousand etudents.)

(Attlee-4y, as'one of the sunbelt fihd burseWes tont:tailing
expend:a majok,portion, of our efforts and:neW resources td adcoMbdate

additional demeni for_p-45.06condarr educatiOn, .most-Particularly in
. deyeloping:ohr urban centers.. The full impact of this continuingeffoit
disPleired in terms..of real. dollars -per, *student--(4-..4s just begitping to tie
appreciated"by thes,ei.eated, representatives 0167-expectation. VatAan
,increasingly .gualiltative..ethospnere-wuld becjin,to merge fi6si these newly
oundect institutions (as rwe11 es,from the long standing state "univeoities)

O r.
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is being examined in light of the desire to remain-responsive.to. the
general populaceonti6subject of, easy, access.

Suitable- -resolution of'the apparent dichotomy between access and quality
whiCh.riay well be. generalized to other states Points to the need for

the continued development of fteassres:whiah can mavide appropriate insight
and inforimition to- assist in policy decisions, at fhe legislative level.
Iegislative'taffs, working-with educational professionals, must identify

. those rreastiree'lostIn*ffinjf01 for policy'de4siOns:

. .

Aword of caution is necessary here. Much of the work that has been
completed to date on ,deyelopment of financial measi5res has. been targeted

"'for tai ,use cellietitutional or-systearade adthinistratori' The 4tility of
'these- efforts -'at the-levb1 .for which they... ave been-targeted - t .

be,-"underestimated. Athe same time,.;to transport institutional ukes
to. the legislative level may be both confusing and counterproductive.

%

'lko the extent that Florida is like Other states, the following
in4itatives would likely produce the most beneficial results at the
legislative level:

7 1) indicators'which can clearly relate,togfulfillment of the stated
role and mission of the institution in comparipon to'othe insti-
tutions, and indicators are paramount' for institutions, which7have
a, primary mission of undergraduate instruction - one-of the least
understood areaslof !college and uniVersity'Operations;

.55

2) indicators which relate to specific, targeted efforts to achieve
quality in university operations; giv& 'the competitiodfor state
resources, the likelihood'of receiving funds to bail out college
.and 'university probleniareas is very low.

I

onefinal area of exploration With legislators and legislative staff
may, relate to the benficial'use of financial measures. From-a cursory
reviewCdProfeesional literature, one senses that the consensus approach
for overcoming the difficulty of. enrollment driven' fuhding formulas is
"program budgeting." One further senses that a wide variety'ofopinion
exists over, the ppdrational definition for a program budgelk. Certainly,
this is the Case-for_Florida. I would .sunrise that when all'is said and
done, what is really desired by, those who must'make funding, decisions is
an array of indicators which,, when taken as a whole, can provide a:mord
descriptive' profile of resource utilization in'our postsecondary

-"tdEpone:than is currently provided.
r

In the final analysis, your work must assist legislative leaders in'
understanding, how they canbetter assist in-responding to societal needs..

- 35
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S121E-ASSESSMENT OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION' OF
SMALL INDEPENDENT INSTITUTIONS

.

Nathan tickmeyer
Director, Financial Conditions Project

American Council on'Education

K. Scott Hughes
:Director, Financial Management Center

National Association,of College

and University.Business Officers

To some eictent,, it is not difficult to analyze; the financial strength

of arsmall independept'collegeastute business officers have been do' g

so for generations. in-general,, they look at how much cash is in the

now compared with last mont, or last 'year; trends in applications` and

enrollmdnts; the co0Oetiveness, of faculty salaries; the condition of the

oollegg plant;., and the use- of available fund balaires.

This article-describes (1) how and why a workbook for assessing an in-
.

stitution's financial condition was designed and (2) the basic institutional

resources framewdrk which provides the model forthe workbook's statistics.

, .

This effort has been supported by the Office on Education's National

Center for EduCation Statistics through the American Institute for Research

in the' Behavioral Sciences, and his been guided by a task force ofNACUBO

'snail. college ,representatiVeSfrxesearcherS, and consultants. Essential to

the.developne...nt of the workbook. has teen the. cooperation of eight snail

- colleges that served as ;test sites for earlier versions of .the manual. TheSe

tests -improved the relevance,. clarity,. and re] iabilitY of the 'measures de-
scribing- -the, financialfstrengths'and .waknesses Of *all colleges. .

The Officie of Education haS-;,supPorted the work becauSebf'itS need for

'concise explanation-of the'inafhoda used by experienced buSiness managers

tb assess' small College; financig.,strengths and weaknesses, Office of 'Edu-

catibrk:prograim-officers. need' to be, able to gauge the financial impact of

their, programs. schools, and thus a caOrkbOok.approach was se.;''

ledted-,beCaUse of _recognition_ that no single statistic Could' reVealifi..-

*441--COndition.-The-*rlsbook,mas designed to show trends. in financial

ions. i4the.COnteict of the .man factors which influence than ToO

StiO-.an apprOaah-VaS,explidity- avoided

The method_ of .exploring- .statistics was linked directly to the experi-,-.-

ence,Of task force rnenterS:- Specific strengths and weaknesses (like an in-

to. respond :td*-eE'ollMent.,,:fiUptuations)-were;p# forward, and many

statibtics-were-testecttO ,firinglitCh.bnes.beSt SeParated schools with a

ceakness= in an area.:;from.schOols which were strong in that area. This pro-

-desS:'reeliiired_Imaxiy iterations Ok, finding problems and testing statistics

actual data E'4i <the prpcess a- fraMeWork emerged .which put the nea-.
1

.-
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surement of.financial.resources at the focus of the analysis.

The statistics presented in the Workbook were selected for several
reasons. First, they were usually readily available from the institution's
own records. (If they were not, the college's management information system
may itself be a weakness.)

° Second/they were'selected,to cover .a broad spectrum of the college's
activities to,,give a-picture.of the oollege's financial well-being: TO be
financially healthy, a college should'have the financial flexibility to

'respond to changes in the political, social,, and economic environment in
which it exists. Inflation, increasing regulatory requirements, declining
enrollments, increasing tenure ratios, and changing student academic inter-
ests are some of the pressures that may adversely affect college.. The
*institution must have and must use its capacity to adjUst its resources to
best meet these pressures.

RrameworX for Financial Condition Assessment

The major premise of the framework is that a colletgat-'s overall condition
can be meaningfully characterized by measuring availablq resources, trends
in these resources, and the institution's special needs for theseretources.
The focus is on financial resources, but other resources such as faculty,
students, fixed assets, and programmatic resources are exaMined,as well. .

An institution's financial, status is difficu;t to evaluate,' Changes in' one
type-of resource, such as cash in the bank, Aay forea1ad6w Or predict changes
in other resources, such as new building construction. The interrelationships
that exist among financial resourceP.require a comprehensive examination of-

.

the institution's total., financial structure.

. The workbook's focus is on financial resources, largely because of the
belief that internal and external decisions and events affect these resources.
first. Hence, a clear understanding of the trends an; the condition of firiaq4',

cial resources is important to the early detection of any-institutional de-
cline. Of course, this focus.also benefits from the Objectillity of many
nancial indicators. 4

44 I
6

The amount and condition of an institution's resources are partially
determined by internal factors such as policy decisions and emen-
tationp. The amount and condition of resources are also deWminpd by ex-
ternal factOrs such. as inflation and income availability. Thus, resource
measures are symptoms of those internal and external factoks that are the
causes of institutional decline or inprovelent.

. .

Aceumulated financial wealth is of.great importance to small independent
colleges. A sufficient store of available funds gives an institltion. the -

ability to'react to changes in the environment. An institutionowith- uffi-
Lent financial resources can withstand adverse trends and has the- fl ility

.4
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to%institutd changes at opportune mments to reverse the trends'. In-

, stituticns with sufficient financial resources-canexperiment with their
-mission or program with minimal concern that increaspd costs will curtail.
their entire operation. - c: -

There isno:claim that adequate financial resources are indicative
of the desire to innovate or make dhanges; such resources merely provide
the cpportunity to weatherstormp and expeiimentwbere possible without
jeopardizing the institution's future._ Institutions with limited financial
resources may still experiment, but at greater risk than more financially -
resourceful institutions withmore resources.

. v.

The necessary asel of'yinancial resources is. partially determined Ey,
a set of factors that causes the institution -to be inherently exposed to
risk. These factors determine the size and type of institutional financial
resources necessary to provide flexibility and protection from adverse trends.

Ideas incorporated into the workbook include:
.

ov'

(1) tRecognition that highly volatile incOme sources, such as
redtricted revenues, require4,-the institution to buffer

itself with greater fi4anciaIresburces. The morerdepen-
,dent'an inStitttipn is on uncertain funds, the greatei
the need for more financial resources.

.(2) ,The concept that greater financial resources are necessary
for institutions with.a:large PrcpOrtion of their budgets
coMiritted to relatively fixed eicenses, such as debtser-

.1vice'and salaries .of tenured. faculty; Illeselnstitutions
must balance the inflexibility of their expenses, -such as
debt gervice ind salaries of tenured faculty With the
'fiexibility_offinanaial_redources.,

, _

do

(3) The concept that resources otherthan-tinancial ones may
also bear the brunt of 'external or internal Pressures.

. The*.nUmben and quality of the ficulty, students, program
° offerings, and the condition of buildings ate examples of.,

institp- the institution ' s: fnan-
cial Condition.

0

lliesemajor factors havp beebui1t. into thefself-assessment workbook
and are the"basis for the statisa6s that have been selected. ,Following are
mord detailedidescriPtions.of the four broad analytic CgtegorieS. _

Financial;Strehgth

In the research that lei to the thx2rkbook, several excellent proxies
$

38s
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were found that approxiMate the institution's financial resource levels and
their trends. These proxies or statistics estimate the relative ability

the institution to take risks. :For example, the statistic used to esti-
mate long-term financial resourcesis the ratio of the institution'sendow-
nent market value to total operating expenses.. This ratio provides a use-
ful proxy measure for estimating the adequacy of the institution's capital
base and had it has changed.

In the inhermediate term, the ratio of thetsum of the fund balances
for the current fund'and the quasi-endowment fund to total operating expen-
ses is used to evalute the institution's overall available reserves.

In the sh&t-term, the assets and the liabilities of4lecurren't fund_
are examined. The ratio of current fundassets to liabilities gives an
inditation-of the immediate ability of the institution to pay-its most press-
ing debts. Ratios below 1.0 indicate that the institution lacks current as-

,sets to pay-immediate bills.

Estimated Risk
Itt

Also developed ars uaeful -proxies for estimating the risk exposure of
the institution. The more the institution is exposed to financial risk;-
the greater the need .for increased linancial,resburces.. In the long; run,
the ratio of long-term debt to total revenue is a.useful"pcpxy for measur-
ing the institution's commitment *o continuing payments in. proportion to
its revenue sources-

For the immediate term, the ratio of restricted income to-total income,
and the ratio of fixed commitments (such as tenured faculty salaries.and
debt payments) to total revenue-are used. Many restricted revenues are .

short-term while tenured ofaculty and debt service are not. Heavy reliance
on restricted revenues generally constitutes increased exposure to financial
risk.

There are two proxies for short-term,kinancial risk: acceptance rate .

and short-tem debt to annual revenue. The higher an institution's acceptance
rate, the greater the risk that a. Change in the avialability of students will
cause a decline in epro/Iments and tuition revenues. The debt to revenue

-measure shads the risk that the institution will riot be able to pay pressing.
COM*pents vith its yearly revenue stream.

'thanges Affecting Financial Resources

ESsentia1 to the diagnosis of financial condition is the examination
of the factors which cause decline or expansion of resources. Net real
tuition' revenue trends indicate the institution's ability to continue

'draiding support from ttudenti. Private gifts, goverment support, and

39
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endowment income as proportions of overall revenue indicate important ,

trends in the ability of the institution to capture resources and the.
ability of the environment b3 providethis support. Finally., the pressure

of cost increases and the ability.ofthe institution to sucessfully manage
these pressures are indicated by the tends in total real costs per student.

Changes in. Nonfinancial ReSources

Also identified are proxies that measure changes in nonfinancial
. .

resources. For examae, the real value of average faculty salaries focuses
on the faculty as, a resourbe. The institution's priority for the instruction

program as a resource can be monitored by calculating-the proportion of
the budget expended. for instruction.- Real instruction,00st per student, is
another measure which is of importarne. Freshman.. ance test scores are

useful indicators of the changes in student-resour Finally, estimates

of deferred maintenance giye an approximate'indica of changes in the

effort to maintain physical resources in good conditon. '

The Workbook

The strength of the Workbook lies not in the number of indicators
presented, but in'the supporting theory and the logic of their inteb-

connection and meaning. Thus, the 'theory and framework of the evaluation

7f
process needs undertteod before actual,e*uation begins..The'theory

,
2.0 s

and framewor sea of three separate analytic steps orytiers, The

st involv--- Um -8f a limited number of easily calculated statistics.
If the statistic suggest a oii financial condition,,there'is no need to

. ' contirni tiejna1ysis. Howe .k the statistics reflectthe.possibility

t of f'' qicuity, the seoond tier provides .a syttematic method for
expandinghé analysis to thetauses of financial concern. The second

level gixi t adigrioitiC*Cces that suggests the speqific causes of
financial'concerry The)third- tr describes possible management improvement
techniques that may provelielpful in correcting deficiencies identified in

the prior analysite, -

,"
op . .

The workbook contains worksheOs used foe- calculting.the statistics
of theofirdt tier. -Eaah statistic's purpose and significance are explained,

-with step-by-Steamethod.of the calculation. A set of definitions is

alp provided-to_facilitate data_ gathering. Once the statistic has been . .

. calcUfhted, the-workbwk format provides the opportunity to explain the
significance of the value of the statistic; Peer grolip information is also
4R
prernted.

,
.

The description Of the second and third tiers has not been cdmpleted, '

but will be developed ifs subsequent research:efforts,,,to be presented, in

a separate documnt. y
.

ons

Before beginning the self-assessment of a college's financial condition,
.
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a nunte:r 'of qualifications need to be explained. No technique provides
je:rfect measurements; in scire cases the statistics described iii`the work-
bOok design may-prove inadequate fOr a particular college.-

Sare specifi6 limitations:

1) The statistics should not be taken at face value. For each sta-
tistic one .should try to understand why it has the value it has;
the asSumptions should be written. If this is done for each sta-
tistic, a pattern may deVelop; conversely,, sare assumptions may
be seen-as .inaonsistent.'and may need to be.rethciught.

) ;Cc terpaf 'son a an inatitution's statistics with- those ofspeer
institutions Should 'not be assurred to aUtanaticilly indicate a
good, bad,, or average condition. For example,- if' 90 percent;of

t current figid revenues- are from tuition, and' an institution's group
averages only 65 percent, that institution is not automatically
in a financially weak' position. The statistical Canparison does
indicate, 'however, that 'the institution's dependence on tuition
should be explored furth0.to better understand the ,differgrices.

3) This' .self-assessment methodology is not an appropriate means for
the allOcatioiy of funds by external agencies -such,as governreltal
bod.i.e.'S.or,private foundations.: The sole intent of the workbools
approach is to provide an :analytic tool that institutional." officers
can use for 'evaluating' their.- -college',s financial condition.

4) --The workbook iSeliMited in that it :looks oily at the college' s
'financial. condition. The statistics-identified here should be
incorporated into an overall evaluation of the__ institution's
miSsion, acadeinic. pthograin offerings, recruitment, efforts, financial
aid Oferings',=--student g, --etc: ,

. .
..... ..

5) T& this stage of the worlibooks,_deyelopent,,,, only a limited number
'''''"--i5-f:",r:6Tre-g*grhaveTa"ea''the'ilaTfeifal. The design is experimental;

subSeqdent editions will be more_corrplete, with peer group.Infor-
rnatica-prOVided.`foth further analysis of the 'significance of the
'Statistics: .= ... O

'6) Statist.4;cs. are: thp 'shadows On the wall of the, cave; they can only
provide refle#ions of the catplex reality of what is happening' in
the'doliege. must include the experience'andyisdam,of
4thei-college's - trustees and officers who interpret and use the
StatiStios- 'foth the betterrreht. of the 'college.,

. ,
-

..,FinallYr_the statistics deveroped, with the workbook are simple by
design. Guile. simplicity ia,a virtue, the statistics can be only rough.
apEirOXima, Zip-Uniqueness of the ,pollege willimot be readily
seen in the statistics. Again, interpretation by the. college's trustees
and officerth is, the only'waY this workbook approach can be helpful.
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CRITICAL ASSES OF MC IS NEEDED 'NOW:

PERCEPTIONSIOF THE BUSINESS OFFICER

t
D. Francis. Finn

EXecutive Vice Fiesident .

National Association of C011ege and University Business

There 1Fe several questions
it? Are -we simply building more

the ce?. How are indicaiOr6

that.need to be, asked.

accurate thermostats or
going to help us?

icators should deal with two distinct levels.: , 1) the national or

state level, and 2). the institutional level.

to wonder whether the indig.ptors only show

whether they are useful. Ilemust.conElnuall
useful the indicators are; if theiindlcators
the information gore useful.

Finally, we must be concerned that khe ini.cators are valid. We

assure ourselves that the data is accurate, the methodology is sound,

caveats are clearly specified, and that we are comparing like things:

fficers

s it all worth
re we fixing

At each level At is legitimate
e there 4e problems or

concern Ourselves with how
e causing changes and making

42
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measures financial conditipaymsrthe use of "expert assessments":"
to class institutions as being either in strong orrrweak con-
ditionf st earlier studies hAd sinply'hypothesized the inr
dicate0 t.iwere used in financial condition assessments;
almost of thoseeffortshedlattemOted to validate the indi-
patbre meedtotensureti*Oiwumme.indeed true measures

,cf f* 'condition;lbe-crie study that did make such an
-attempt the 1976 work of Andrew Lupton and John Augenblick,
the, is of which were widely PUbi'3::m-:g:a in'Chanve magazine.

:Acton and Augenblick study was widely criticized for
errors, both research design and statistical' interpretation, as
wellas,for the inaPpropkiate use of the resulting indicators, it
did;epresent a first,attenpt, to validate indicators prior to
using. them: In both the Collier-Patrick study and the Liapiton
Augexiblick itody,.the ratings of "expert judges " were used as
the.criterion for validating indicators. 'However, the Upton-
Atigenblibk ettady used_an;APParcor obtaining their ratings
that left those.ratinge-Open to considerable criticism. .(lon
fact, the way in which they collected expert ratings was seen by
'most researchers as totally invalidating-the results of their,
study.) Collier and Patrick attempted to improve upon the approach

' used by Lupton-Angenaick in this area by expanding the number of
judges used and lOyenspring thaethe judges, prior to making their
assessments, knew sodething'abcat the finances of the institutions
they were rating. 'However, neither the Collier-PatridicetbdY nor
thelupton-Augenblick study used any single definition of finan-
cial condition that the judges were considering-the-same thing
when- making their assessments. It. is suggested in this 'paper that
the omission of a definition of financial conditicaWhen'c011ecting
expert ratings is, -A major flaw in tile design, of both of theie
research projects. A-definition and its use in vali4atinTih-

', dicators is a primary,,tOpic of discussion in this paper.

Both the Lupton- .Augenblick study and the Collier-Patrick

study used multi-variate.stagstids-in attempting-to validate
,indicators as-trudnsesures of The.Luption=
Augenblick study, however, allowed the statistical methodology'
itself to select (from a list of'unorganizedzsesures):indicatcre

' of weak and strong finanpial-ccadition. Collier. and Patrick , _

tried to correct for the shortcaning's of this "statistics- driven"
approach by, using the framework of financial condition dimensions.

-J Collier-Patrick used the framework to ensure that the indicators
.14ere also intuitively.descriPt..ive of what was being anal
Since-neither study believed that a single indicator co be
;found which predicted' overall financiaI.Condition, both. studies
ielied Upon naltivariatd statistics to take intOaccouni a
*ulti:-dimensional financial..tondition concept.

Just as the X78 Collier Patrick project-dan=be-viewed_as_a
refinement of the 1976 Warktodone by Lupton and Augenblick',, this

ti
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ASSESSING -FINANCIAL DISTRESS, INS
COLLEGES AND' UNIVERSITIES &.$

-
. .
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A stiidy-was conduCted in 1978 (and referred to hereafter as the Collier-
Patrick 'study). ,intendea to develop indicators of institutional financial
condition fag higher eduCationinstitUtions. The approach used in the "."
Collier-Patrick study' Can be characterized in the following way:'

% . . -
.1. The entire study was 'based upon a Concept Of "financial'

''condition" which 'was defined as being strictly financial in
nature, (i:e., it limited consideration to the financial. __ .,

implications of such non-financial factors as student
enrollmentir:and program quality This approAch differed, .

.; from several earlier Studies' which considered "program quality"
to be an integral' part-of an institution's financial condition.
While the Collier-Patrick stpy accepted the fact that program
qdalitir 'trade-offs could be made in the interest of improved
financial Viability; it assurred- prOgrarir quality-to be a separate :-
issue to be studied separately _rathe_r than as a part of a study.

I. of financial condition. -

be considered stronger or weaker:. '. 'ThePdirreriSions; of:the Collier- -

, .

..

,

TheColl4erlatrick Study developed' a rk to _reflect thev,
',',',u - ..

,- . ; %...
a

Agrn6wo, ,

yariouS,J"diinensionS",,,pf financial., condition. Theeframmiork_waS.
deSigned as way of defining finanoial _condition. Therefore
if one -institution- were 'Ciiii61-derea.txibe,stroriger or weaker -

than another institution' along these .`dinen.sions included in the
frarrew ork,- _then' that institution's "financial condition" 'would

Patrick 'fr_arneWork includecl"financia.l-independenae,"' "rec./en:up._
draWing:POwer,"- risk,"`"fevenbe stabillity-," "financial flex -' ,

, ihD;ity, 0 amid reserve , strength. " . -, ,,,
,gin,,

'\

4. .

Quantifiable, indicators' idere identified which' could be used to
measure' Change- along each 'dirten,sion_of the framework. TheSe
indicatc4were- intended' tix-scOrresit:ond to the definitions 'Of
each-idirtien4n,alitiougt: tileY were ultimately 4efined-in terms
of what. tqas.feasi6le given the-Capabilities Of 'HEGIS data.

Itp, .

c4lier-Patrick shady- then_ ,2onstrn0 each of the inclica,,tors..
Using HEGIS'Ilata and thsted).theqi to determine whether or..not
,they;,diSc.0.m,inated .between - strong and weak institutions. A key

t,Of ',-Wttert* to -Validate the:indicators as being t
0

. .- - S
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kOer- can be ,seen, as a description of proposed 'refinements to
the .coliler.,1)4ridi study.", 'ThiSpaper reflects (-1-ditional

pinking. -regarding hcig,the-t,development of financial _condition,
bP :Wie, these ideas are not,

be4*tbuted;,,,,,,as-.SOlutionS$.9 .alVbf:themank problems that have
- 4for;WpiiciIgrustiateeresearclleis in this area, they areode-

scrilied-,_here:i''zin the hope;theywill serve both as potential
rekinenentS in -previOus Work. andas food for further thought and

' .
..

Definitional Proldem,._

It. is stiggeited in" this that one of the major-' shoricaninZjs of both the
J4**-Angenblick=stddy era the C011ier-Patrick is that neither study
-addressed (or solved) what Will be referred to as "the,clefinitional problem."
The definitional problem suggests that unless ,a .definition of financial
conditfon ie:used in identifying developing financial condition indicators,

resultidg,indicators will be x less. Both the Collier-Patrick
Study an the -Lupton-.Augeriblick s y used bat---rt r.atingA as the criterion
against. which indicatorsiwere lected and. validated. However neither
study tOld;the experts prior obtaining their financial condition ratings
what,.it -was that- they were sed to 13e aasessin4., The experts were
,allOwed to define 7financial n".in any way theLdesired. This short:
caging has led Many researcher-to,,,C4ticize t4e-use;of eXpei-t ratings in
validating finanCial Condition:. indicators,. However, this author Submits
that it is the existence Of the definitionalprOblem, rather than the, use of

,expert ratings per se, :'tiiat results in invalid indictors (B'urther discus-
pion of the use of expert ratings- is included,at a later point in this Papery)

o

It is this author'S opinion that no real progress can be made in the
t of indicathrs of institutional financial condition -until an

tinclab_ie and operational definition of "something" (i.e.,. financial
health, financial. condition, financial 'distress) can- be generally agreed )
upon es,..the basis, for both identifying and Validat.lng those indicators:

This- statetent not`rreant-tio. -suggest' that researchers have 'not used
definitions' in the.past. Suchterms,as' "financial difficulty," "financial'
health," "financial .distress," "financial condition"' have been used (and
'sometimes clef fined) in the past. In one of the earliest studies in the
field,- theit (The New Depression in Higher Education, 1971) defined
-initittiCns.as-being in financial -difficulty if they were unable, due to
finanpialApn§traints, to achieve the gogts their administratorswanted

* accoptLiiiii-'70bviously, cheit'a- definition depended almost totally on
-lafture-aixi level of an institution's expectations. Therefore, in'a

fOlipt.:5/71.1P s.442.,- conducted: afte:r . a -few Yearsof ,e)Fposeute'.-t9 the "new
.

)4.

The New Depression in Higher Education: A Study of Financial Conditions
at 41 CollegWand 'Universities. Nksiew A1971.

. >, ^,

E.F. The New Depression in Higher Education: Two'Years Later. Berkeley:
4The Carnegie-Camission on Higher Education, 1973. .,,

b.
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environmeilt
-
in higher education (which presumably was sufficieni time .

for institutional administrators to recognize the nature of the limitations

undek which they, would have to operate in this newnviromnent), Cheit.

,found, -using his definition, that fewer schools felt they were experiencing

financial-diffidUlty than had been the case in the first study. -More
importantly; from the perspective of indicators development, Cheit's

definition would be inappropriate because it could not be applied across

a broad range of institutions (although this was, not. he purpose for which

Chat developed it). At .

A second definition of finandial condition was developed and used by

the National Ccumission on the Financing-of Postsecondary Education ih

its wcmis..10,The Cdanission's definition suggested that financial, distress

would exist in the pastsectondary education enterprise "when the lack of

money or other resources prevented the desired degree of achievement of

national objectives. "3 Once again,'this definition is not only subjective

(i.e., what is the "desired" level of achievement ?) but it focuses on the

postsecondary education enterprise as a whole rather, than upon individual

institutions within the enterprise. Both Hans Jenny and John Minter have

argued that financial condition is a concept which can only be measured on

an institution -by- institution basis. While it is possible to determine
the condition of the "enterprise, such a determination can only be made

by aggregating the individual assessments of financial. condition for the

various institutions which comprise the postsecondary education enterprise

.(e.g., "10% of the instituticals in the postsecondary education enterpriae

are experiencing some form of financial distress" is one way of describing

condition of the enterprise as an 'aggregate of multiple'institational

.assessments). In reinforcihg the views of Jenny and Minter, attempts by

this authorto look at the ial condition of the enterprise have always

led back to the need to f' st consider individual institutions.

A third definitional approach to financial conditon has been the

Ouse of receivership or bankrbptcy and subsequent closure as the criterion

for defining financial distress. This approach is often referred to as,,-4.

"defining the brink" (i.e .,t how close to, or far away framt the brink of

disaster is an institution). While it'has been suggested many times as a

'terionfOr defining financial conditon, it has seldom been used in actual

studies because insufficient numbers of higher educatim titutions close,

or go into receivership, to provide the 'needed data. ermore, the

data for those institutions which do experf. such eme forms of distress

. are typically soad, or even non-existent, tha gful.analySes can

be conducted.- Whjle,a benkruPtoy-based criterion may make sense. in the

business world where a lack of sufficient reVenues quickly leads to financial 0

^ .4i1g.; 4

Coritrussion on t Financing of Postsecondary Education, Financin
stiebbnaary.Education in theJhjited States: (Washington; D.C.

p..1?.
;



disattee, such a notion of financial distress. ignores the unique nature

,..of higher education'finance. .an particular, it ignores the role such
non-sales-generated revenues as private giftsand endowment imam play

4. in private colleges. Therefore the author suggests that defining financial
condition in terms of "distance away from the brink of disaster3' is not a
meaningful. approach given'the nature of higher education finance. -.

The Definitional. Problem: gecaurrendations

It has, already been emPhasized that d defini (off at least sate -mini
of dealing with what was referred to as,"the definitional problem") is
needed before-research on the development of. indicators of financial con-
Aitton can be effectively conducted. %ler-6E5re the following represehtg a
set of recommendations-for addressing the definitional problem.

I

Peccunendatiaill:' Forms of Distress

The first recommendation relates to how one would define the conceptaf,
financial conditon in order to all for its study7-fEIs suggested that
it is prObably a fruitless exercise to attempt to define "financial health."
While physicians often debate' the definition of " health" &an a theoretical
perspective, they, have never been able to agree upon what is meant by, .

healthy or 'unhealthy. Rather-they exert almost all of ,their efforts and
energies to dealing with the "illnesses' tlit affect human beings. Similarly,
while:economic policy-takers are constantly csoncerned'with the "health" of.
the econcluy, the decisions-they make .are intended to affect sudh "iilnesies4
of the economy as unemployment, high inflation, or an unfavorable balance
of trade-. It can certainly be argued' that, perhaps,.the treatment of both
human and economic illnesses 'might well be improved if' they were treated in
the context of what wat-tletined as being "healthy." However, it seems
increasingly. true,(at leastih talking 'about the economy) that, as circum-
stances:and expectations change, what was considered unhealthy at one point
in timei..s often considered healthy at same later time. For example, no
one ten years ago would have.considered 7% inflation and 5% unemployment to
be indicative of a healthy economy and yet when faced with today's stag-
latrion, most wculd welcome such economic "health." It is this authoPs
contention that health is a largely subjective concept, one which is affected
in large part by expectations, and circutstanc..9:

Aat is redommended,lhereforet is that research on institutional
finandial.condition focus on the "financial illness" which affliats..colleges
and universities. Such a "distress oriented" focus, in uti9h various forms
of financialtiitress would be identified, not .only represents a'Wore
feasible approach to the definitional problem butiaill provide policy-
makers a way of viewing institutional financial condition which they can more
easily understand and deal with. Knowing the nature of the institution's
problem (i.e., its form of distress). givet the policy-maker an ability' to
design interventions which deal with the, problem more effectively than knowing

.17
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only thathe institution is "in distress." Additionally, knaaiivthat,
an,institutioil is exPeriencit4 "working capital distress," for example,/
suggests a ccmletely-different set of intervention strategies than
knowing;that'it is Over encing "financial flexibility distress." For

exampre,Ifit is tan' nstitution is experiencingia "workin
. capital" distress rather thin financial flexibility distreg, policy
- will bkable design a strategy which deals with the institution' need

for operating rather than for'd larier proportion of unrestri
funds. The "ft:me of distress" approalgh.to.the definitional probl.,
should not onlyte moreimeariingtil forlpolicyrmakers, biltjt is - one
which is equally licable to both,inde ent and nblic institutions.
One of the bigger stumbling tqlocks faced by researchers in finan. al con7
dition is determing hOw to deal with the financial.conditionOf lic
°institutions. Ttiose researchers who have' relied upon the ";hrink
of financial distress have even conclUded thatiit is a meaningless exercise
in the public sector because public institutions don't gobankrupt. These

researchers haVe argued quite effectively that as long,as the.state
_government itself is so-solvent, public institutions in that state will not
go out of business (except as the result. Of,apolitical decision). It is

this.kind of logidT7based upon:the brink caireopt of financial condition,
that has resulted in the widespread"befief6Ehat studyiivg financia condition
for public institutions is a fruitless exercise. However this author .

----suggests that many' public institutions; while not :necessarily. in danger of
going 'bankrupt, are-experiendingoneor more forms of. distress: While'
the indicators needed to...identify distreS6 forms may differ between the
public and pTivate,sectOrOthe.samedistress forms exist in both.

ititIA..a great deal of work' will be needed before generally'accepted
definitions.of the varipus forms of distress canjbe,develcsed, thefollowing-
-set of distress fOrme, With related definitions, is desdribekbelow, to

'------- ---begih-the discussion.-The^follo4ng set of forms of distress-is offered

, dlforlustrative PurpOses.ohly1 '
, . ,

.

_ , . . . ,;,,,.

, . ..,:: -. . , --imo,,4,
..

1, Vibrking(Capital Distress Thie form of distress exits when,.
an institution, hae insufficient expendable assets to.suppoi't

'' its dig-to-day operating needs.. The .degree of distresetbeingI
,-A... .. faced by theAnstitution depends upon its:ability, orlaCk of ,1-,

: , abilityrtio obtain such oPetiyeing funds.-- For example, i£ -the
-institution is, short on ,operating funds, alp,has &kb, credit and

suffidienttooklateral 'to' allori4 ,to borrow such funds,, -lesser
... degree' Of ..disti ess exists;': than ,if-tnere is .&iti5parent way ,of

; obtaining-the 3.ieeded -opgeating: fuilds. . , 4

, 1
!
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,2.. Demand-Belated Distress - This form of distress occurs when /
the demand for the. institution's programs abd services has

Ara:Wed to such a'point that revenues from the "sale" of such
services,(e.g., tuition and fee revenues, research grant.

revenues) cannot ,provide theirbhistorical share of the
, filtions total revenues*. 'Even if the institution has sufficient

non-sales-related reven6eJe.g., endowment income, .gifts) to
offset:thie"demwid-related" shortfall, the ainstitution should
beboansidered i6.be experiencing a demand-related form of distress.

S

3. Non-Sales-=Relatedevenue Distress -While demand-related,distress
focuses on:the instituion's ability to derive revenue from the
"sale of its'programs andservices, this type of distress occurs
when an institutiatis unable to realize. historical leveli of
.non- sales- related revenues. For private colleges,.the largest
sources of this type of revenue are gifts and endowment inoane.
For pubj.ic institutions, the mbst'significant source of such
.revenue is typically the state apprcpriatiOn. If an institution
is unable to maintain historical proportions of this type of
revenue, additional pressure will be placed on its sales- related
-revenue sources (as is noW being evidenced by the fact that both
-public and, privapeinstitutizns are being forced toraise student
tuition prices to,,sUchhigh"levels that the-"demand" for in-
sti-uctional.prograOSis beingseverely,,teSted). Therefore an
institution. w4dh,cannatrealize its historical contribution to
total revenue's fransudh non-sales-related sources will be con-
sidered to be experiencing this form of distress, even if sales-
related revenues are presently able to take lip the-slack.

4. Financial Figxibility Distress - This form of distress exists
when an institution's financial resources are so severely re-
stricted for particular pUrposes that the institution has no
flexibility regarding their use. In the rapidly changing-environ-
ment college administrators are now facing, this type of distress
is a very real problem. It:is also a fOrm of distress which
requires that policy-makers design totally different kinds of
intervention strategies'to dealwith it than the increase in
restricted revenues approach they rowlise'do often,'

O

**Both the "demand-related revenue" and "non-sales-related revenue" forms
Of distress havebeeh defined ap the ability of those types of revenue to
prcvAetheir historical ,share.pf ghat particular institution's total revenues.
This:approach is suggested to avoid the .need to determine some absolUte level
of support that an institution .ought to receive from a particular source of
tuppdrt. ilaweverl i is reoognIzed,that more precision will lie needed in

. of thOe definitions ore they can be used to make actual financial distresSassessments.
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Recommendation #2: Responses to Distress

Earlier in the discussion it was suggested that the concept of bankruptcy

or insolvency (described as the ubrink concept") was not viable when

talkingabout financial distress in colleges and universities. One of

the reasons given for making this assertion was that it ignored the realities

of higher education finance. ,Houever, the second reason given was that it

does not help policy-makers (particularly those at the state aniefederal

levels) in identifying which of the distressed. institutions to help. In

other words, the .brink concept does not aid policy-makers in understanding

thesignificance of financial distress as it affects the various insti-

tutions within higher education.

The following discussion of signifiCance addresses itself primarily

to the concerns of the state,or federal level policy-maker who must deal

with multiple institutions, Obviously, from the perSpective of the'insti-

tutional-level policy-maker, how far away the institution, is from the brink

of extinction -is a cogent question (assuming that institutional survival is

one of the goals of the institutional policy-maker). However this discussion

assumes that institutional survival-per se is not a primary concern to

policy-makers who deal with multiple institutions. Rather it assumes that

an institution's survival is only significant to the extent that-the-1.nm

stitution is contribOting something to the 'accomplishment of same desired

goal. Therefore r. if a policy-maker was to determine .that a particular

institution (or group of institutions' was experiencing sane form of distress;

that knowledge would only be significant if both of the following conditions

are met:

1:. The institutions) experiencing that distress is contributing in

some way to the achievement of a goal valUed by the policy-maker and

2. The particular form of distress being experienced by the institution

-detracts from its ability to contribute to the achievement of the

goal.

.

This criterion for significance suggests that one must evaluate'both the'

significance of the institution experiencing the distress and thg7E.elation-

,
-ship of the form of distress it experiencing tb the accomplishMent of

.degired objeCtives.--

Tbe determinatianiof a particular institiltion'i significance can be

',accoucaished by assessing what it is-that the institution does that is

valued by the policy-maker: a relatively straightforward.process. Homelier,

..,,,,,iiderstanding how the formAof distress it iseXperiencing affect_ S its, ,

;ability to-contribUte.to valued goals is a more difficult task. One way

of understanabftgthe relationship between forMs and the contribution

towels is tb study theresloonses institutions 'make to various forms of '

Got
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distress. For example, if an institution's response to a low level of
"working capital distress" is to simply borrow more shortIterm money (and
such borrowings dO not affect the institution's ability to effectively
carry out its educational mission or to accomplish other objectives valued,
by the policy-maker),'then the policy -maker will.likely not consider,
a level of this fotm of financial distress significant. On the other' -:
hand,-if an institution' has such a severe case of "working capital distress"
that it is forced to cut back programs,'-the same policy-maker might
consider the situation to be extremely significant, depending upon:whik4
programs are affected and the,value he/she places on those programs.

4,
The link between institutional responses and to 66ntribute'

tolgoals will not always be simple and straightfo . While'some Obvious
-linkages-can be hypothesized (e.g.,"a responsto distress which included
cutting back student scholarship support levels would halie a clear link -.
with a goal of student access), other linkages wilYbe.less.clear., There-'
fore, this recommendation requires that additional study be carried out to
understand: .

,

1. the linkages that exist b%tween various forms of distress and
the institutional responses to distress and

;

2. the'linkages that exist between inStitutional responses to
distresS and the ability of institutions 'to contribute to
particular state and federal-level.goals.

,

An identification of the kindof responses institutions make to
financial distress_will need to be carried out prior to any attempt toy..
relate those responsei to particular fonts of distress. The list of
responses outlined below is once agairt provided for illustrative purposes
only and in hopes of stimulating further discussion,of the concept:

the necessity of drawing upon reserve funds to suppOripperations

,the,inability to adequately finance the necessary,maintenande bf
physical plant and equipment ,

1
, the inability to purchae tile amount and kinds of library books

and supplies needed to adequately support the institution's
edUcational programs

,

the inability'of tlie institution to keep faculty and staff salary
,scales growing at Ag pace which keeps up with inflation (including
the freezing of staff salary scales)

a reduction in the number of faculty or staff potitions (including
the diversion of full time to part- time positions)

the need to close. down programs as I result of financial constraints

1
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The. Validation Problem

The .second area in which both the Collier-Patrick study and the Lupton-
Augenblicic Study are vulnerable to criticism is the way in which they
Validated indicators as being true'measures of change in institutional
financial condition. Both the Lupton-Augenblick study and the Caller-

, Patrick study attempted to, validate their hypotheSized indicators by .

Showing (statistically) that aset of,disaiminant function equations
(based on indicators for a sample of institutions) were highly correlated
with,the financial condition ratings for those same institutions (those
ratings being made by a group-of "experts").

Both studies used multivariate discriminant analisis 'to determine
which of the indicators were good predictors of the expert ratings (i.e.,
which indicators were valid indicatorS). While the Collie--Patrick study
performed a number of intercorrelations of the individual Indicators prior
to, entering-them into the discriminap.equations; this was not seen as a
significant improvement over the Lupton-Augenblick study. In both'instances,
a weighted composite index was derived from the statistical analysis which
could have keen used to "predict" the financial conditioh of other institutions.
a - e

The key to the validation process, in both of these st?dieswas,that the
judgement of expertseasused as the criterion against which proposed indi-
cators were validated. - Therefore, if one were able to find fault with the
experts' judgments, one could attribute equal fault to the set of "valuable
indicators:"

Reccurrelation #3: Use pf Intuitive Constructs -

Given the complex and multi-dimensional nature of institutionafindricial
conditionithis author suggests that it is unrealistic- to assume that a
single, univariate statistic can capture that complexity. Therefore it

seems essential that multivariate statistics be used to take into.accdunt

`the interrelationships that exist among the Component parts of an insti-

,

tution's condition. Re .

9

A second concern over the use of multivariate statistics seems to
revolve around. the fear that the result4g,indicators'willbe so complex
that policy-makers will be unable to understand hourchanges in the component
parts cause the overall index to change. The!persons, who voice this con-
cern generally have no problem in understanding, that the Consumer Price '

,Index jgpT) changes by 1% in a year even though no single item within the
index , oompdnent part) changed by 1% during that period. Threreason
they under-Stand-the CPI is that they, understand the concept of' a "market
basket" and they know, generally, how a number of different changes in
in vidual Prices work together to create an overall composite change.

52
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The fact that almost no one knows how the, CPI is actually put together,
in a statistical sense, doesn't detract from.the utility of that index.
It can be pointed out that the comosite financial condition index derided
.through multivariate statistical analysis is no different than the weighted

total which makes up the CPI. However this example does point to the need

to ensure that the invididual ratios and measures which serve as the coin-

. ponent parts for,the'compos#e index hold togetherin some intuitive way.
The Collier-Patrick study tried to use the financial dimension Z framework
As the "intuitive glue" holding the composite indices together. One of

the primary weaknesses of-the Lupton-Augenblick study is-that no such
intuitive way of thinking'about the component parts orthe muitivariate
indices was provided. Therefore the indices themselves appeared to be the

result of some "statistical concoction" which could-neither be explained nor

intuitively understood. It is suggested that all subsequent users-of
multivariate statistics should be aware of the need for conceptual cohes-
iveness and should do. everything possible to ensure that the resulting indices

Ncan be both explained and intuitively understood.
c

Recommendation #4: Accreditation-Type Visits by Trained49erts

The second part of the validation.problem isfhow does one obtain a
meaningful criterion against which indicators can be validated? ,Both
Lupton-Augenblick and Collier-Patrick used "expert ratings"Jas the-criterion
against which indicators would .be validated. As his bean-discussed at

length already, one of the biggest Problems confronting both stildies was

the definitional problem. Unfortunately neither study solved the problem.
This paper suggests that a-solution similar to recgmendationAl.might aid
in addressi?ig the definitional problem. If the definitional problem can

be solved, the remaining problems to be solved are: (1) whether or not

experts can determine if financial distress exists in an institution (given '

that they using a definition of what to look'for); and (2) whether or

not different expert's, can agree that the same level of/distress exists for

the same institution.

- in response to the first problem, it can be argued that accreditation

teams have been making assessments regarding the financial Condition of

institutions for years. These accreditation teams have relied on quan-

titative analyses of institutional data combined with the qualitative
judgments they make after Poindl.14ing site'visits and extensive interviews.

This author suggests that, under these same accreditation -type conditions,

experts trained in both what to look for and how to look for it can make

meaningful assessments of an institution's financial condition. However,

the second part of this statement should be emphasiied. While solving the

`definitional problem will address the "what" question,-the- experts must
also be trained in "how" to look for strengths and weaknesses if their

ratings, are to be meaningful. Just as f hospital's internship program is
intended to teach doctors how to look fr the types of illness they learn
about in the classroom, effective,assessments of institutional, financial

53
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canditionwili rest, in large part, upon how well the experts are able to
discern-distress (or lack of disfress)...when they see it. Therefore while,
adcreditation-type visits are suggest&I as a means of obtainingmeapingful
assessments of financial condition, such visits must be conducted by trained
experts.

The second problem to be resolved relates to the consistency of ratings
when they are provided by different experts. The results of an accred-
itatidn-type visit are not worthwhile if individual ratings vary significantly
depending ton ho conducts the visit. There are a number of ways of en-
suring such "interrater.reliaLlity." One possible solution is to provide
for rigorous training of the evaluators so that all persons involved in
.assdssing the existence of distress are looking f9r the same thing. A
second way is to provide the evaluators with specific guidelines for making
an assessnent. These guidelines should include not only detailed defin-
itional guidance but would also.point'out specific "clues" to look for in
identifying various forMs of distress and questions 'to ask in uncovering
such clues. Finally .the evaluator should be given precise guidelines'Ebr
actually making ratings.

4

While these reca41dations are yery specific, the main point the
author is.attempting to make is that financial distress dan be identified, .

and evaluated under the right conditions. They are also intended to, describe
how the use of expert ratings might be.improved upon so that they can be
used as a meaningful validation criterion. It is the contention of this
author that a validation procedure must be carried out if indicators Are to
be developed which can be used assessing the condition of multiple
institutions. While the self-as sment approach- (in which institutions use
a number of descriptive indicators .. highlight potential problems in a
variety of ardas) is ,certainly a valii and useful way for individual insti-
tutions.to lookat their own financial condition, this same approach is not
useful for. the more aggregate-level policy-maker. .Policy-makers at the
.state and federal levels (or anyone who must deal with multiple institutions)

must be able to highlight problems for a large number of institutions easily
and accurately, A set of validated financial condition "indicators" hold .

the most f)ramise for such needs,

t
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HIGHER-EDUCATION FINANCING IN THE STATES

Marilyn McCoy
. Senior Associate

. .

National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

Discussions about the adequacy of state funding for higher edUcation

most commonly focus on rankings, of the/states in terms of appropriations'

Per capita. States with high appropriations per caoita are typically

judged to be generous in their support while those with rankings near the

bottom are considered pokor. In a new report Financing Higher Education in -

the Fifty States, IntersIate-Comparisons FY76, about'to be releaSed by the

National Institute of Education (NIE). authors Marilyn McCoy (NGHEMS) and

D. Kent Halstead (NIE) demonstrate the inadequacies of such a limited

appr'oach to accountability among states. 'Their analysis shows that a

singluar focus on fundih4-Tevert-alone without-reference-to the-relat-i-ve

need for support and the ability of the state tJi furnish such monies is

likely to lead to erroneous conclusions.

. Beyond-Appropriations Per Capita .

The dangers 'Of *such a one-dimensional aoproach are- most visibly

illustrated by reference to the five stated ranking lowest in the amount of

4propriations per capita spent on,higher education. Of these,.only

Massachusetts operates a publit- higher education system that mears

universally underfunded. While Massachusetts collects 30 percent more taxes

than the average state, these revenues are funneled to higher education at

a rate less than half the national average. Because these funds are not

adequately suppleMented by income from other - sources, such as tuition or

government grants and contracts, public institutions in Massachusetts onerate-

with total funds per student that are 32 percent below the U.S. average.

Ohio also provides low per-:capita state support to higher education,

but because of above-average income from tuition revenues and private sources,

public:institutions-in the state generally have fundingiclose to the U.S.-

average. 'However, the largest institutional sector,in Ohio, the major.
doctoral institutions, operates with total educational and general (E&G)

funds that are more than 20 percentbelow average for comparable schools in

other states. Two of the other statesiranked low in state appropriations,

Vermont and New Hampshire,' charge relatively high tuition and thus achieve

revenues that are 40 percent and 6 percent above average, respectively.
-Pennsylvania, although ranked 48th in state appropriitions ber.6apita,

Supports a counterbalancing small number of studgents4in ntiVicin§-titutions.

Thus, in Pennsylvania, appropriations 'relative to'enroliments-in the public

sector a're near. the-national average. Combined with-high rate, of support

from other sources, public institutions in Pennsylvania have triteriper-student

.'revenues that are 17 percent above the national average.

"Content of\the Study, .

,While the foregoing examples are brief and simplistic, they demonstrate

that a fair-appraisal of state: support goes beyond a single-dollar figure.

-To support a more comprehensive review, the MctoptHalstead study, using more

than'30.,separat6 measures, provides state7by-state comparisons of:

_
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Numbers of students supported.in public institutions in the state,
indicating whether they are residents or not, entry level or
continuing; and full Or -part-time:.

State financial commitment to higher education,.comparing the
'.. inherent wealth of the statg (tax capacfty),.state efforts

'raise public monies (tax effort), and the extent to which unds
are funneled to higher education 4arlocation rate). The end
4groduct of this analysis is appropriations per-capita. In addition,
?tate funding for student aid to independenfInstitutionsds
presented. -

Structure of Higher education in the state, identifying the relative
emphpsis on pdblic versus independent education and the type of
'public higher education provided, as indicated by' relative
enrollments in. major doctoral, comprehensive, baccalaureate, two-year,
health prafes ional, and other specialized institutions, to identify
differences in funding needs., For example; a.state enrollciig a
majority of its students 'in major doctoral schools is selecting a

. relatively more expensive form of education and hggests the need
for more relative funding.

Financial resources df institutions, examininstate andelocal
appropriations per student ion light of the Institution's success in
attracting funds from other sources (such as tuition income, government
grants arid contracts, private gifts and contracts):

-
InstitutAial spendirig.patterns, as.indicated by the different -mix
of instruction,. research, publit service, Ind otber'E&G expenditures,
to broadly reflect differences'in institutionanctivities.

,

In addition, the study shows recent trends in the support.of higher' ;

education by vartous sources (state, federal, tuition, etc.) and the e)stent'
to whith State appropriations have kept pate with enrollment shifts and
inflation. . :- .

. Each factor repOrted in the stud has been indexed reliative to the U.S.
average to. quickly show relative standings.' Thus, fdr.example, if
appropriations per public,studenein a state were 81,800, thejndex value of
88-would signify that this state spent only 88 percent asmuch asthe average

. state..

°i

400 .

To llustrate the format.of 'information inthe report,,the smmuary
for*the U.S. average is displayed in findre 1. .

. 4,

. . 4. id

Summary Sdings
k

While the major focus of the McCoy-Halstead report is the individual
\ state4y-state analyses, Oumber of general findings have been summarized

below to acquaint the with the report. - 4.
sl...o., .

_Trends. -The McCoy-Halstead report highlights the fact that overall in FY76
state.contributions in support of public higher,-education dened 4.6 percent
in purchasing power student.- This droll occurred despite a Wil'percent

_increase. itidollars spent by States. on higkneduCation. That increase was
4Aore than consumes:11)y an enrollment surge ofj11.5 percent and' inflation of

,' ''
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6.6 percent (based on the Higher Education.PriceIndex). In FY76 only 19
states improved or maintained the real dollar value of Opropriations,per
public student.. These. states; led-by Alaska with a 25.9 Percent gain, were
4n.descending order: .WyOming, Nevada, D.C., NorthDakota, Hawaii', Texas,
Oregon, Idaho, Nei,/ Mexico, Alabama, Kansas,. Ohio, Iowa, Utah, Minnesota,_

`Nebraska, Montana, and Delaware. The greatest decline in constant dollar
appropriations per student occurred in,North Carolina, with an average
decreise of 22.6 percent at public institutions.' These trends for th8 states
are shown 'in Table I.

Appropriations by.Institutional Category. Although total state support
increased for the pubM institutional sector as a whole, enrollment growth
varied conside "rabiy among institutions, resulting in ,a significant difference
in constant - dollar support per.student. Only public health professional
institutions, as a gropp,'showed real -dollar gains per student in state
funding, due td a-massive 28 percent increase in appropriations that far
outdistanced the enrollment growth of 11,percent. Major doctoral, other
professional andispecialized, and comprehensive four-year. colleges, had
small per- student 'constant dollar, losses in state support'of 0.7 percent,
1.1 percent, and 2.0 percent respectively. Howeverh, two -year and baccalaureate
colleges showed Jarge losses.in per-student funding of 10.8 Percent and 8.0
percent. In both. instances, enrollments grew faster than annropriations with
inflation further compounding, the situation.

Public Enrollments." The average'stite enrolled 30,FTE students in Public
institutions for every 1,00Q citizens. .However, individual 'states vary
substantially in the amount and type of access to public higher education. .

1afforded to citizens. Arizona leads the nation by enrolling 50 students
per 1,000 population, a.rate.that is almost 70 percent vbove average.
California enrolls the next largest proportion of students (47 Per 1,000),
followed by Colorado (43 per 1,000), Washington .(42 Per b,000), and Oregon.
(41 per 1,000). States with the fewest students attending public institutions
include Alaska and Pennsylvania (19,,per 1;000); the District 'of Columbia
enrolls only 14:students per ,000 in public inStitutions. .0

I Support Per Capita. Collectively the states spent about $13 billion in
support of public higher education institutions in FY76. On an individual
basis, this represents an averageodontribution of $61 per citizen. Such
support ranges from a high of $130 in Alaska to a low of $31 per capita in
New Hampshire. ;r1 addition to state support directly to public institutions

. ($61 per capita), the states spend pother $3 per citizenfor state
appropriations to independent institutions and for student aid.

Institutional Revenues and Expenditures. _State and local governments play
a primary role in financing public higher,edbcation. The average state
cghtributed 60 percent of all educational and general revenues-in FY76. The

strict of Columbia-(77 percent) and California (7Q.percent) sled in providing
the highest proportion of state-level government sugPort. VerMont (26 percent)
and New.HamPshire (36 percent) were lowest. Tuition was the neXtsingle most
important income source for public institutions '(16 percent), although it
accounted for a much smaller share.of total E' &C, revenues, However, states
with low government sdpportwrelied heavily on tuition, in particGlar New
fampihire (36 percent of total E&G revenues).and Vermont (34 Percent).

C
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"V-

3

.-State

'Alaska
2 Wyoming
3-4. Nevada

-4 D.C,.

5 North D'akota

.6 Hawaii

7 ;texas

8 Oregon.,

9

10 New Mexico
11 Alabama

.12 Kansas
13 Ohio

14. Iowa

15 Utah.

16 'Minnesota
17. Nebraska

1J Montana
19 Delaware
20' Oklahoma
21 New York
-22 California-
23 Pennsylvanla
24 Indiana

25 Wisconsin.
26 ' Washington
27 Mississippi
28 Maine
29 New Fimpshire
30 New Jersey
31 Colorado
32 Arizona
33 ..MarYland

34 ,
South Dakota,

35' Kehtucky

'36 Arkansas
,37 TenneSsee_

.38 Connecti-cti

39. West Virginia
40 Virginia

41 Vermont
'42 .Florida

43 ' Missouri

;;44. Michigan
x'45 Rhode Island

46: Illinois
,4J Massachusetts

Loufsiana
49 '! South 'Carol ina

50 '.Gporgia.
61 North Carolina

r

- ,

. I
.Table 1

oP
ti

25

Perm& Change in Constant Dollar
State,and Local Support/Student-at

. Public Institutions FY75 to FY76

25.9%
19.9

19.5

17.3
17.0

-

12.6

8.9

.8.6
7.0

5.4

°

1*- '5:2

4.-6

a,

. 3.3

2.5
0

2.3 ,

2.2 .? -

2.0 S

.111

'0.6'

.. -0.7

4.7

-2.24
-2.2

-2.0
-

. -3.6

-3.8
-4.0
-5.2 )

45.8
.

-6.5-
-6.5

-6.6
7.8.3

-9.3

-9.4

-9.6
- 10.1

-10.3

=11.6
-11.7

-12.6
'-13%5

-15.4
- 16.0,

clfi. 1
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Several tales from the MeCop-Halstead study have been abstracted to
appear with'this'article... Tables 2' 'through 6 containArankings, values,
and indexes for the states, covering enrollments per capita,tax revenues
per capita, appropriations per capita, appropriations per student, and
institutional revenues per-student.

The average state appropriation for public higher eduCation in FY76 waS-

.

-$2,047 'pet student. The U.S.. average, high, and2low values for each
category of public institution in FY76 were as follows:

.

.

*Maj(or Doctoral- Grantinq,

4.S: Average

- $ 2;627

High

$ 4,112 (NY)

Low

$1,397 (VT)
Comprehensive 2,000 9,052 (AK)- 776 (NH)
General .1,634 . \_2,991 (WI) 809 (KS)-
Two-Yer 1;398 14,523. (AK) 725 (NV) -
Health Professional` '17,376 '-'40,918 (NJ) 8,106 (AN')
:Other Professional .' -1,949, 28,331 (OH) 856 (NH)-

4.""

Two-year colleges were.most dependent on state and local government
support,...receiving 71 percent-of total E&G revenues. from this source.
Government appropriations were next most imnortant for comprehensive colleges
(67 percent) followed'by general baccatreatetand other specialized
institutions (60 percent) and health p ferssional schools (56 percent). Least '.
dependeht,. but still relying on state-and local government for over half
their revenues,, were major dOctoral institution§ (51'percent).

Limitb.tions of the Study ,

While the authors believe that this study brings together more factors in a
single analysis of state fundifig than have been traditionally considered,
there are a number of important-limitations to this study that should be
remembe ed. For example, the study provides_no measures of quality differences
among e states and their institutional sectors., There are also no measures
of the different content of programs among the states, emphasizing different

-levels of graduate education or gteater prevalence of more costly medical,
engineering, or''other such.prO4rams. Differences incost due to economies of
scale or differences,in the stage of development of institutions are likewise

. not considered, In addition,.6.focus on average her student amounts does
not take marginal economies or .diseconomies into account.

In ,a simiNI-4 vein, the quality-of the analyes are no better than the
data employedx While'the authorsare convinced that the data from the
NationalCenter for Uucation.StatistiCs ancithe Census Bureau that have
been used are the best available, there remain imoortant comnarabillo
issues to be resolved. For example, in some states, the vocational education
system -is included within higher education; in,others, it is acomnonent
of elepentary-secondary education. Similarly; medical schools are organized
and reported as sepatate campuies in Same...states; in others, they are
integrated within a university. Different state practices for debt financing
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and retirement system payments; and in enrollment counting also contribute
to the'comparability,problems. In this regaW, in using data from'a
particular. tate, it is recommended that users contact data experts, within
thg state at the appropriate institutions.'

Data Sources a
f

Th0 McCoy:-HalAtead_analysis use data for FY76, available, from the
National Centerlor Education Statisticst (NOES) and the Census Bureau.
While the study provides information summarized by six major arouns of
-institutions and focuses primarily on th'e public sector, NCHEMS offers a
data,analysit service.that can provide ibstitution-by-institution information.
For Informaticin about this-service, contact Marilyn McCoy, of NCHEMS at ,

303-497-0319. TheF06 edition of this report wilTbe distributed in January
by NIE to presidents of all public higher education institutions. This'
study will be updated biennially by the authors. The next report is
scheduled for release in April 1980 and will provide data for FY77 and
Fp8. Copies of the report can be obtained froM the Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printha Office.. \,
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0

:L

.- State

I Arizona
24 California
3 Colorado

4 Washington
5 Oregon
6 H aii

7, rth Dakofar,,

fah

.9' ..WYoming

10 Kansas,

11 Delaware
12 'Nevada -
13 Oklahoma
14 Wisconsin
15, Michigan
16' New Mexicq
17-- Texas
18 Montana
19 Mississippi
20 ''Alabama
21 Ndbraska-.
22 Virginia
23 Sauth.Caro1ina-

24. NarthsCarolina,
25 Maryland
26- Idaho

27 Vermont
-28 Louisiana
, 29 Minneipta as

. 30 West Virginia

11 South Dakota'
32' Illinois

Missouri
34 -Iowa
35 ' Tennessee

36 New York [

37- Florida
38 Rhode Island
.39 Kentucky '

40 Ohio
41. 'New Hampshlre

.'42 Indiana

. '4a Gebrgia '
44 Maine
45 Massachmsetts
'46 Newiarsey
47 Connecticut
48 Arkansas
'49 Pennsylvania
50 Altska
94 D.C.

Table 2

FTE Enrollment Per 1000
.Pop. at Public,InstitOtiOns

,19

50.0
47.1

- 42.6

41.8

41.4
#39.9
39.1
39.0
36.4
36.4
36;0

Index

168

158
143

140

139

134'

131

131

22
122'

121.
120'
118

118
.113

111

110
108

1107

1107
103

102
99

99

99
98

98

- 96
96

§3'
92 1

92

85

85

84

.83

83

83

82

80
79-

78
76

75

74",

Z3

73

71

'63

, '62

46

35.
35:2
35.1
33.6 4

33.1

32.7
32.2
31.8
31:48

10T7
30.3'
29.5
29.4
29.4
29.2
29.2

28.6
28.5
27.8
27.5
'27.4

C

U.S.

,

D

0 7

11

63 74

25.4
25.3
25.1
24.8
24.7
24.6
24.4
23.8
23.5
23.3
22.7
'22.3

21.9
21.6
21.6'
21.2

o 18.6
18.6

13:7

29.8 ibo



State

1 New York
.2 California
3 Hawaii-- '----

, 4' Massachusetts
.5 Alaska
6 Minqesota
7 Wisconsin

/4- 8 Illinois

'9 NewJersey
10 D.C.

11 Connecticut.
-.-

12 Wyoming'
1;3, Michigan:

14 'Maryland
15 Nevada

16 Delaware
1.7 Vermont
18 -Arizona"
19 Washington
2D Rhode Island

4. 21 Iowa

22 Oregon
23 Colorado

Table 3 d'

TaX Revenues
Per Capita Index

j' $715941

155

132

833 130

792 .123

771) 120

727 113

717 112

712 " °111.

708. 110

=695 108

690 107'

687 .107
681 106

680 106

678
673' 105

656 102

651 101

646 101.

635 99 .

631. 98

623. 97

617 96

604' 94

5q6 93

588 91

58 91

-578 90

567 88*

562 87
.545 85.

528 82

526 82

525 82

523, 81

-517 80

-512 80

501 78

500 78

496 77

491 77

492 77

490, 76

24!, Montana

25 North Dakota
26 Kansas
27 -Pennsylvania
28 Indiana
29 Nebraska
30 Maine
31 Louisiana .

32 New Mexico
33 Virginia
j4 Ohio .

35. South Dakota
S6. Idaho

ti

317 :Missourt

38 NeW Hampshire
39.,Utah
40 ..Florida

',41. Georgia
42 texas
43 WeO,Virginia
44 North Carolina
'46 Oklahoma

.46 Kentucky
'47 Mississippi
48 South Carolina
49.- Tennessee-

-50- Arkansas
'51 Alabftma-

.

°An 74

466 72.

.465 2

434 8

429 67

. 429 57

, $643

. 397

100

62

3q5 61
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State

1 AtaSka /

2 Wyoming -

3- California.
4 LHawali
5 Ariioni ,

* 6 Wisconsin
7' Washington
8 .0regon
9 Idaho .

10 'North Dakota
11 Utah
12 Kansas'

13 Nebraska
14 New York
.15 Iowa -

16 Delaware
17- Colorado
18 Texas
19 South Carolina
20 Michigan
21 Nevada
22 Alabama
23- North Carolina
.24 New Mexico
25 Mississippi
26 Minnesota
27 Illinois
28_ Maryland
29 Kentucky
30. Montana
31 Rhode .Island.

32 D.C.

3 Indiana
34 Virginia
35-' Florida '

36 Louisiana ,

37 South 'Dakota
38 Missouri
39 Oklahoma
40 West Virginia

- 41 Arkansas
42 -Georgia
43 Tenriestee

44 :New:Jersey
45 Connecticut .

46 Maine
47 Ohio
4 'Pennsylvania
49 Vermont

. ----5G--Ma achusefts--
,

51 New Hampihire

0

* This'qanged from priO'rAable.

'Table 4

o

State and Local Appropriations per Capita
to Public.Higher Ed. Institutions Index

$1312 214
102.7 168
101.5 167

93.7 154

88.6 145

86.2 142

83.4 137

80.1 131
74.8 123
74,3 122
73.4 120-
72.7 119

71.0 117
69.7 . 114
68.5 112

67.5 111

67.0 1140

65.5 107
64.0 105
63.3 104
62.0 102

61:2 100
60.7 100
59.6 98
59.3 97
59.1 97
58.3 96
56. 4 . 93
55.7 91
54.9 -90-

I-
51.9
50.1 -

'85

82
50.0. 82
49.6 - 81

49.6 81

48.2, 79

47.9 79
47.1-,

46:8 77

46.1 76'

45.5 /5
45.3 74
42.4 70. %.0

40'.7 67

40.3 66
39.8 65
39:7 65
37,2 61
35.9 59

-58---35.5
31.0 51

$ 60.9 10n
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2

3

-4

5.

f
ta- 6

.* 7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15'

6

.

State

Alaska
D.C.

Wyoming
New York
Iowa

Idaho

Wisconsin
Hawaii
Nebraska

Kentucky
South Carolina
California
Arkansas
Indiana
Illinois

Rhode jsland

Table 5

Appropriations per'
Public Student

1 Minnesota
18 North Carolina
19 Floriqa /

20 Texas
21 Kansas

22 Georgia ,

23 Wishingtpn
24 Pennsylvania
25-ADregon
26 Alabama
27 Maryland
28 North Dakota
29 New Jersey,
30 Utah
31 MiChigan
32 Delaware
33 Mississippi
34 Connecticut
35 Missouri

36 New Mexico

37 Maine
38 Arizona
39 South Dkota
40 Nevada
41 Montana
.42, Tennessee
43 Louislana
44 Ohio
45" West Virginia
46 'Virginia _-

47 Massachusetts,
48 Colorddo

.7W

$7,008
3
(
655

2,821

2,814
2,704

2,561
2,456
2,349

2,318
2,286

2,169
2,155

. 2,144

2,144

2,129
2,111
2,076.

2,063

2,010
2,004.

2,000

1,997
14998

96

Index

342
179

138

138
132

125

120

115

113
112

106

105

105
105
104

103

101

101)
98
98
98
98
98'
98

..

'1,9'33 94

1,926 94

.-- 1,925 ( ,:94

. 1,900 93
1,883# / 92

1,883 92

1,883 92

1,873 , 92
1,867 40,6 91

1,866 ` 91

4,853 91

1,8(12 R8"

1,781 e 87

.-1,772 87
1,742 85'

85

. 1:77023 , 83

1,690 . 83.

1,685

81

,,----- R2

1,658
:1,665 81

,65

1,616 ,80

1,619 -79
,,, 1,515 77

1029- -65
1,318 . 64

,1,229 60
50 .New Hampshire
51 Vermont

U.S. .

.

-* This .changed fro prior table. 66

"2,047 100



State
7,

1 Alaska
2. Iowa

'3 Vermont'
4 11.C.
5 Wyomi",,
5 DelaWare-
7'''Utah
8 Minnesbia
.9 Indiana

'10 Kentuckjo
* 11 Visebnsin

, . 12 New Ytirk
, 13 Pennsylvania

14 Nebfaska -

"15 Hawaii
16 Idaho .

17 Rhode Island
18 Maine
19 New Mexico
20 Arkansas
21 North Dakota

.22 New Hampshire
23 Michigan .

24 Sotith Dakota
2.5 Mafyland
26 Colorado
27 Oregon

-28 Alab'ama
29 Washington
'30 North Carolina
31 Gebrgia
32 Kansas ,.
33.*.phio

/34 Mississippi
35 Texas
36 SoUthCarolina
37- Illinois'
38 :florida
39 'Tennesste

lag Mbritaria
New-Jersey.

'flisSOUri
*California.g

.c 45 ',Nevada'
46. Arizona -

.47 °Connecticut--
,48 P4-,buislana

Oklahoma
Massdchusatts-1,4.

Tv,
, .

est
O

Taple 6

Revenues per Student
at Public Institutions Index

.$12,631 367
4,864 141
4,803 140
4;725 137
4,699 137
4,414" 128
4,272 124
4,247 123
-4,112 119
4,106 , A 119
4,07.7 118
4,027 117
4,013 117
3,981 116
3,967
3,899j 113
3,845 112
3,754 109
3,689 s 107
3,664 106
3,656 106
3,631 106
3,619 105
3,580 104
3;579 104
3,572 104
3,538 103
3,516 102
,3,468 101

4. 3,456 .100
3,449 100
3,425 100

99
3,385, 98
3,362 98
3,332 97
3,235 94 ,

3,224 94
3,157 92
3,127 91
3,120 91
3,082 90
3,063 '89
3,021 88

'- 2,909 0 85

This changed froth

2,883. 84
2,865'

75-
73

2,366 69
.2;354 68'

, 3,443 ido

.:

prior tables ge
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ON THE'HORIZON: BRINGING EDUCATIQNAL,
QUALITY INTO -FIN MNCIAriANALYSIS

Hayderr-W. Smith

Senior Vice preSident
Council for Financial Aid to EdUcation

O

The subject of brief presentation has the appearance of an
irrelevancy with respect to,the general purpose and.theme of this con-
ference. Yet it bears directly on the broad.question of th health of
higher education, both for higher education as a whole and or individual
institutions; not. financial health per se but 'another ma that is
related to financial(healch in several important way's.

We are interested in,tiic financial health of the institutions of
higher education, not merely because we are interested.in the efficiency
with which the managers or administrators of colleges and universities
utilize the resources with which they have been provided, but also because
we are interested in the-ability of colleges and universities to continue
to carry out their-high purposes'ard to serve well the needs of'Society.

tClearly it is desirable - indeed. imperative e s be pal
that'the payroll be met, that the capital investment be kept intact, that-same

sort of financial equilibrium be maintained, and that full accountability
be recognized. These are important objectives and valid tools of financial
analysis are necessary if academic administrators are to achieve and Maintain
the requisite degree of financial health in allIts dimensions.

Butlinancial health, although a necessary condition for the viability
of the enterprise, is Ilardly a sufficient condition for the viability of
higher education at a level of performance that is consonant with the demands
and expectations of society. The role of our colleges and universities as
disseminators, preservers, and extenders of knowledge must not be impaired.
The capacity of the system to:offer a wide variety of educational experiences,
a.rich assortment of educational goals, and an extensive array ofeducational
programs must .nat be Weakened. The.ability to provide access to as broad as
possible spectrum of students in terms of educational background, sOcial

/ and economic status, and learning ability must not be abridged. And above
-all, that characteristic.of edUcation generally referred to as quality must

not be,allowed.to diminish.
ao A

One cf,the Obvious geficiencies of any measure of financial health for
a college or-university is that theytell you_nothing.about the institutional
situation in terms of its capacity to carry out its own mission, to serve its
constituencies at the desired levels,44 quality, or to carry out the range of

programs that i:5 desired. It is,;always possible, for example,. to balance an

4
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operating budget by reducing expenditures to a level of equality with the\
available resources. In order to do so, those expenditures may have to be
cut in areas that are Vital to the purposes for which the.institutio'eRists.
An example of this would be the balancing of the budget by reducing faculty
salary scales. Such an example would yield measures of financial health
such as a balanced budget, a healthy ratioroftotal income or total expendi-
tures to agkts Or to reserves or to endowmentor-to any one of several other
financial indetes, 'and yet all of these,indicationg-le finandfal health would
say frothing about the capacity of the institufion to do the. job that it should
be doing or the manner in which. is eble to achieve thoge,healthy. ratios.

0

I am reminded 'of Fred Hechinger's observation, that we alWaY.opqirate at
a deficit in educational terms. There is never enough money to do all the
things that the-educator feels should be done to be'fully responsive to the

,daGands of the institution's constituencies. This implies that any balanced
budget is of little significance independent of the level of activity at which
the budget is balanced., One may envision a balanced budget'at a high level of
income and expenditure` per strident or at a low level of income andi/xpenditure
per .student. Yet obviously the impact of the level' of income and empenditure
has a material bearing on the quality of the final product.

So mulch by way of introduction. My remarks are intended not to be critical
of the On-goirig efforts to improve the tools of financial analysis in higher
education and to develop valid indicators of financial health, nor do r man °.
to denigrate any of the specific efforts being undertaken in these areas. Pallier,"
I lash merely to offer a perspective on the way:in which these efforts relate71 -',
to some of the current and prospective problems of higher education, and to
give you a preview of a related project that is designed to-be. responsive to a
nuMber of concerns about other aspects of the health of higher education; con-
cerns that are emerging and graving not only within the educational community
itself bit also outside, among 'other sectors of society.

This subject begins with the widely-held belief that higher education°is
now somewhere On the threshold of a period of contraction that will involve

:sharp contrasts with the'Lquarter century. of elwansion between the late '40s
'And the early '70st This is,,as you know, primarily a Matter.of demographics;
the number of college-age youth (18'to 21 years old) will decrease by roughly
20% between the mid-70s and the mid-g0s, and this declinelis virtually certain
to lead to a'similar decrease iri -,the enrollment of traditional full-time stu-
dents. This'implies that; in the absence of offsetting factors and it s
recognized that there.may be offsets - tuition income, which is an important
source of current-funds operating revenue, will 'tend to decrease. At the'same
time there will undoubtedly be continued upward pressure on current funds oper-
ating expenditures because of rising energy costs, general inflation, and other
economic factors. The foreseeable result is obviously a long-run tendency .

toward unbalanced budgets.

Decreased enrollment also implies a decrease in the need for faculty, sup-
port staff, and physical facilities. In economic parlance, what we,are talk-

C.
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'ing about is dilinvestment,in higher educaticli tlow'theresielzcanPlev,
if any, of an industrythathas gone through the process .of zlisinvestrnent

,

without a marked reduction in the quality of the Obduct. If you want to

think aboutthis in concretelterms, I need only cite the example of our rail-

roads,
,

t cii.
The two problems of maintaining financial health .and disinvisting.lead

inevitably.tO the concern over maintaining quality and diversit in higher
education during they period of'contraqtion: Since the preservation of qual -

4 ityand diverSity is a widely-shared objective, and since the attainment of
'this. objective will compete with other objectives of'both public and private

. policy, itfollows that we need to know something about the costs that will be
involved. That,. in a nutshell, is the subject of a new project thattFAE is(7(-

consideririg.
,

Let me,emphasize that we are not interested in measuring quality and di -
versity,,noc eves to define these-tgrmsin any rigOrous way. What we are

interested in is they development of some measures of the cost of maintaining
quality vd-diversity in higher education during this prospective period of

Contraction. Our interest is in making thk irifognation 'available to all the

sources bf educational support - public an private and toc,suggest to them

certain areas .fin which ether? are oppoLtunitiestfor increnerrtal funding that
will be-exceptionallyTroduttive in terms of quality and diversity. .

t, fi,, .
.< --.-' --

.

4

The methidology that we are considering. may be of some interest. -We
have identified a'number of things-that we now refer to as indices.of quality,

all'of which have the attribute.of being measurable immonetary teiigs. That
is, the characteristic,of.eiCh of these indices is that quality and/or .diversity

is directly related'in some wily to theslevel'of operating expenditures allocated.

One single and obvious example may be appropriate.' .

. °
,

.

In terms of both. teaching- and-research, educational quality is a function

of the money spent on libraries both for acquisitions and maintenance. The

cumulative impact of reduced library expenditures is clearly a reduction in
,educational quality;'this applies to each individual institution and to the

educational.systemhs'a'whole. We thus view library, capability-as an index:
of- quality, and we believe that it is possible-to measure the levels of library

expenditures that would be necessary to prevent any deterioration in educational

quality from this source. -r-
{1,

There arq other indices of quality that include such -things as faculty,

programs, facilities, standards of4admission. We believe our list includes

most of the things of material importance to the subject. Much of what we

have enumerated consists of surrogates for othet thingsthat are more directly

related to quality and diversity; the reason for this is that the surrogate

is measurable in dollars while theprinary indexi.iS not.

One of the procedures we are considering.is to commission a series of

70
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seyep-or eight studies in each ofwhich a group of related indices will be
evaluated on'a national basis-with a view to estimating the cost of quality
,preservation Over the period from the Mid-70s to the mid 90g. 'Suehstudies'
,might be _published asiMongraphs and distributed, widely to the principal,-.

, sources of',eduCational-finanget

, 3 : In aricliti*" we are"thinking of Organizing a. task force that would
:.$201plve a small number of representative institutions of-higher education
for the purpose of making estimates of the,costs of maintaining quality in
terms of the entire list of indices at therinstitutional level. This would,

"ile believe, provide a cross-check On the'` reliability of the national estimates
a view of the problem in terms that-are more easily visualized,than the,

'system-wide numbers. part of such,a'project would be a summary or
synthesis ,of all the individual studies and the:task,force report in terms .

of public-and private policy-considerations. The aim would be to suggest what
!ZIT resources must'be ocuMitted to higher. education in the years ahead if there

Seto be no aeterioration of the quality and diversity of tpe,enterprise"and
its outputs. The actual levels,of future funding will "inevitabiy reflect both

vailability-of ObIic and private resources an all the competing deMands
'for ther use for other purposes. The cost estimates would clearly be vital to
the nation if intelligent.and rational choices are to be made.

, .

/'" A research ptoject conforming broadly to this ea4line is of very great
interest: to CFAE; andwe'are actively looking at various alternative- ways by
;which such a project can be carried out. 4

4
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CIASING REMARKS

. Carol Frances
Chief Economist and Director, Economics and Finance Unit

. .

Americad Cobncil on Education

To conclude our meeting, May I give my.perceptions pf what we have

acobmplished at this conferende--which opened with Marjorie' Chandler's

eloquent description of the fabric that we need toweave. The meeting

proceeded, over the next day and a half, with descriptions of current uses

offinancial indicators which were often characterized' roughly as :'by the

seat of cd pants.", I think that We did,,hemever, weave enough fabric to'

cover the seat of our pants.
,

6

I also want to tell you about our plans for°1980 to undertakes Major

study of the financial condition of higher education... The place of this

-study-in the stream of our recent history (jives it, we believe, an enormous

-potentiar signifidancg, °

.In 1972, at the time the higher education amendments were debated
'educators sought to.focus attention on the financial donditionsiaf the insti-

tutions and.claims were made that the sector faced wholesale bankruptcies. .

0

I think that the higher education community would have to admit, however,

that we completely lOst our credibility'withcretpect to our assertions

about the'financial,distress of the institutions. . We took current fund

deficits, extrapolated them into the indefinite future, and predicted the

demise of major,segments:of higher education. 'That did not happen. NO.

than nobody believed anysubseguent claims. .Whad.to admit that current

fund deficits were an inapewate basis for characterizing the financial

conditions of higher education institutions We had to,adknowledge that

-current fund deficits were'arbitrary because they report the status of

pnlyone_of the many.institutional funds--sudh other funds typically being

a form ct'financial reporting .ch encompasted the entire enterprise. It
included;'as plant, endows:I-it/ income and annuity, and that we' needed

was in that context that we decidedLuithNACUBO in 1975'to organize the .

Financial Measures Project. The_Financialt Measures Proje4t bUilt extensively

on thenew work in the accounting professibn oh' nonprofit institutions: ',.:

At the ,al. goal of the Financial MeasureS,Pioject was.-to
' .

re-:estab4sh the credibility of higher education by broviding more solid

financiallinformation.. The purpose of initiating the p4Wectswas to 'develop'

_ah_analytic capability onwhidh to base Conplusidns that we obUld defend'
in. public fafums concerning -the financing of higher education. We' wanted to

be able Tto make statements about the overall financial coalition of higher

education that would, up under cross examination.
,

.:, 1

.

. ..

The pfoject was originallyintended,to serve the purpose.ct improVing

.

0.
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our public policy development for higher education as a whole.. But the
pdblished statistics based on national: aggregates of data on revenues and
expendituresvould not be used as a, basis for drac4ng conclusions abbut the
carparative financial state of individual institutions.: Yet we began to
realize that the "health's. of the secto had meaning only in terms of health
of the inUiNidual institutions which rised it.

We cane to understaild.mOre com6letely what was meant by the requirement
that the indiyidual institution was the basic unit'ofianalysis. We had to
develop a better conceptual framework4Or identifying and interpreting
financial indicate on a better understanding of causes and effects.
The ultimate objective was-to,Aoe'"able to predict financial outcomes.
Before we could do that, we had to distinguish between'symptoms of and'
causes of fiiancial distress.

Over the years since 1975 th e has been,an enormous amount of activityeil(fr
. .

in the field of financial indicator development, much of if by the people
who reported on the advances in their work at the annual'conferences of the,

.

Financial Measures Project held in Annapolis.. Controversy continues to
swirl, however, over whether we can or cannot define and measure thp overall
financial' health of an institution or must content ourselves with indicators.
of particular narrowly,definefffinancial.problems. Debate on this issue is
llitely to persist because a sharp dlivergence of opinion exists even within
the project. Consequently, the means' of validation of the financial-indicators
will be a foremost concern in the next phase of financial indicators develop,
wilt. In my. judgment,. validation should be a .boo part program. The first
part should be based on statistics aniogii. The second part should be the
test of the indicators in actual Josei . .

.
0

* Do managers in education -find ;hem useful and do la. -y make decisioris
based on than? I believe the Managers will Ultimately have to go beyond. ?
indicators of:'spec.ific problems TO a surry ,j ....,,,,1

. ,

9f the overall health
or condition-of the institutiditt.

. ),
,,...7,

And,---as we i.earn more about the financial analysis of individual insti-
tutionsi I think we are now readS, again to try:'t8 make general evaluations of
the financial health of 1-.114her education institutions, stetting secto;. by
sector atictending up with an overall assessmentat.fhe national fevelf.

In thel next stage. of developmAt of college and university financial
..,

analysis, we plan toexEand the study by adding,another_complet.e diwension-
-.--to'assess the impact of financial distress,on the educatiOnal opportunitied' ,

of different'types of students. This is a very signifit4nt* evolution of the
rf: i

1/4 definition "6f the task tqbe done. The expansion of. the conclagion.of the' to
-task owes aHgtt deal to the perception of ,Se!1. Corr011o of,theOffice of
°Planningand luatipn, who has for many years been helping.uS. see the .

inner- connections between student access and institutional capabi Ales.
Are, he has been very ac e in trying to stimulate response to these
concerns by those wp9 d,see the 'i4lationships between theinstituttn

c

, I . 1 a . ,
. \ '
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capacities to deliver educational services and the access of,studqntg to

those services. This definition of the task also signals the possibility

of a new stage in the relationships between,higher'education and -the federal
,

government.

;Itle-yea 1980 is a significant year to undertake such a study because

it may be a financial turriing,Toint. The institutions have been gathering

to students. In the ear 19801s, howev , the institutions will face the
financial strength in Nate 19704 'le at the same'time expanding access

combined adversities of recession, infla 'ori, and the first years of actual
downturn in college-age population after the' peak level was reached in 1979.

The studentkwilrface_soaring education costs, and the erosion of the
purChising.pbwer of ,their, student aiddollars, and they mpy find it harder
during an'econoniic.,slowdown to find.work to earn their way through college.

. .

Educational opportunity from the. perspective of the students, is a set

of Choices. This set of choices constitutes_ an educational market. I

think an assessment of the impact of financial' distress on the educational
;ortunity.of students has to be analyed in terms of whathappens to

th choices,, Construo5ionwf the analytic framework for this assessment

' starts, then, w/th delineating education markets. And'that is themext

task we plan to undertake.

t
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Apvendirr: Conference. Agenda and Participants

Progress in Measuring Financial. Conditions of Colleges and Universities
1979 Working . Conference

..

Thursday, September 27'
A a

Morning Purpose.of the Conference

September 27-28, 1979
Annapolis, Maryland

r"

The Federal Interest in DeVelopment
of Financial Indicators for Policy,
Purposes

Progress at the Regional Level:
Advances in the Use of Financial
Indicators in the tonal
Accreditation Proces

Progress at the State Level:
Using Financial Health Indicators

in State Policy DeVelopment and
Implementation ..'

I-

New York
State Level Uses of Financial Health-
/ Indicators -- Problems in Assessing

the Health' of Public Institutions

Mary/anf
The History Prospects for
'Financial lth-Indicators in
Maryland

Tennessee
.

The Use of Pekformance/Quality Data
to Allocate State Funds

Afternoon Arkansas .

Implications for Statie PoIticy4lOward
. Public Institutioni

p

r

,Florida
',-- legislative Uses,of Financial Data

for State 'Policy-Making

75
I

,

- 86b

Carpi Frances
Marjorie Chandler
K. Scott Hughes

Victor tiienk

William Haywood

Paul Wing

Frank A. Schmidt16.in

Lucie Lapovsky

E. Grads, Brogue

T. Michael Elliott

William D.' ,Law, Jr.
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Septimber 28

Morning

1

Open Discussion: IS the State of

Art of Financial Asgessment Adequate.
to Support Federal and State Poaicy,
Action? :

Independent Coillegesf 1 Case Study',
Approach, '- -

....

Critial Assessment of'What is Need6d
Now: Perceplipions of the Business

Officer

Risks in Financial Indicator
Development

Progress Reports from 01.6ent
Research Projectd

t

The NC HEMS Indicators Project,
NCH MS Financial Health

"Indicators

50-State Study of Support for
Higher Education ,

Financing of College Athletics

On the Horizon: Bringing EducationaL-
Quality into Financial Analysis,

Vet

Financial Statement Project

Plans for 1986

76

I.

;

S

87
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K. Scott Hughes

Nathan Dickmeyeri
K. "Scott Hughes

D. Francis Finn

Charles Nelson

Douglas Collier

Marilyn McCoy
D,. Kent HalStead

Robert H. Atwell

Hayden ,W.- Siith

Hans Jenny

Nathan DiCkieyer
_Carol,Frances
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'Progress in Measuring Finan ial Conditions of Colleges and Universities
V79 Wbrking COnference

. " September 27-28, 1979
. Annapoliti Maryland

.
,. -

' Speakers . ,
,t

1
. .

.\ 4
Robert H. Atwell, Vice President, American Council on Edutation

%

'

Bob Atwell is Vice President, of the AmeriCanCoJncil on Education. s'
Prior to joining the Council.in September 1978, he was President of
Pitzer College in the Claremont College Gtoup.for eight -years and before

2 that, ViCe President- Chancellor ,for 4dministrAtijon at the University
of WiSconsin. previous work included budget and program analysis for
the U.S. Bureau) of the Budget, OMB's predecessor, His publications incluPe
"the Adjacts of the National Universitiest6 Budgetary Distress
(1973)" .s recent'work at ACE sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation
on the financing of interoolle4ate athletics.

Bob Atwell received his B.A. fran the College of Wbogter and his.
M.A. from the University-of Minnesota.

E.' Grady'Bo4ue, Direr, Performance Funding Project, Tennessee 'Higher
'Education Commission j

br. Bogue i currently Associate Director for Academic,Affairs
,with the Tennessee` Higher Education Commission. Prior to accepting
this appointment in 1975, Dr. Bogue was-an .American Council on
Education () Fellow'in Academic Administration; Preceeding his
one-year.internship withPACE; he was,on'the administrative'staff at,

# -MerrOlis State University for ten, years, where he also hdlds three
degrees t.L: a B.S. in Mathematics and Science, and MLA- in Curriculum
and InStructiOn and a Ph D in Educational Adhihistration.

, ,
.

(,
Marjorie Chandler, ACting Director, Division of Postsecondary EdUcation

' Statistics, National Center for Education Statistics: .

AlanDr. Chandler is the Acting Director oftthe Divisionpf.Pbstsecoridary
d vocational Education Statistics Of the National center for Education

°Statistics. During 1978' and 1979 she was the Acting Director for.
Multi -Level EdUcation, Statistics of the Center

r'
.

She receivedlgr,B.A. fran LaWrence College '`and her Master's and
Ph.D. from the Uhiversity of

(: .

f Minnesota in Psychology.

. ., .
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Douglas Collier, Senior Staff Associate, National Center for Higher Education°

Management Systems

*1.

Douglas Colliers a Senior Staff Associate with the, National Center

for Higher Education Management Systems. He has been project director
for-a number of NCHEMS projects which have. contributed to the development

of financial measures of pdasecondary education institutions including.
The Higher (Education Finance Manual Project under contract with the National
Center-for Education Statistics; the Joint Accounting Group, a cooper-
ative project with NCHEMS,'the National AssociatiOn of College and
University Business Officers, and the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants; the NCHEMS.Program Classification Structure Project;
and the PostsecondaryEducation Indicators Project. lie has contributed
at previous Financial Measures Working Conferences including a 1978

presentation Cathleen. Patrick on "A Multivariate Approach to the
Analysis of InStitution4 Financial Condition" and "Checking the
Validity of Summary Statigtics fram H9SIS Financial Data:" '41

- He has workea.as-,an admissions officer, Director, Financial Aid,

and Assistapte2he Vice President of Planning at Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute. H a.B.S. and M.S. ficuiRennselaer'in Manage:cent Science/
Finance and is currently ocupleting his D.B.A. at the Uniiversify of

Colorado. majoring in BUSiness/Health Planning."' . .

- Nathan Dickmeyer, Financial Planning Analyst, Economics and Finance'Unit,

- American Council on Education

Nathan Dickmayer is Director of the Finan ial Measures Project and

a Financial P1 g Analyst wit ,the Economic and Finance Units o the

,JAmerican Council o Education. WithK. Scott ughes he has just published
"Self-Assessment of Financial Conditio:. A Preliminary Edition of a

Workbook for Small Independent4nstitutions"'and "Comparative Financial
Statistics for Community and Junior Colleges, 1977-78."

Ike is/curren4y0 consultant with the American Institutes for

Research wor on-a project using HEGIS data totrack trends in

institutional cial health and has worked with Bryn Mawr College .-

to devdlop a system of 41 rporating financial data into policy

decisions. He has also j oomgleted a study for the National Science
FoundationOn factors underlying recent changes in university employment

of scientists and enginOts.

Nathan holds a Ph.D in Educational' Administration from Stanford'
*versity where he developed Stanford's financial planning model, TRADES,
While working in the Academic Planning Office. He' also holds an M.B.A..

from Harvard University and a B.S. in Metallurgy from Michigan State
University. aHe has been Busine Manager and Director of Planning at

johnson.State College, Johnson Vermont.

*1,
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T. Michael Elliott, Director, Arkansas partment of Higher Education

Dr. T. Michael Elliott= is the. irector of the Arkansai Depart-
ment of Higher Education, chief executive officer of the statewide
coordinating agency for ArkanSas higher education. Previously,
Dr. Elliott was the Deputy COmmisSioner of the Missouri Department
of Highei'Education.

0.60

He is the author of a generalized, computer-based modeling
system for use in higher education planning which has been used ef-
fectively at the statewide level and at numerous colleges'and univer-
-sities.

Dr. Elliott received his A.B. in Zoology, his M.S'. in Higher
Education Student Personnel and his Ed.D in Higher Education Admin-

.

istration,frai Indiana University.

D. Francis Finn, Executive Vice PresiaentNational Association of College
and University Busihess Officers

D. Francis Finn is the Executive Vice _President of the National
.AsseCiatillk of College and ,University Business Office. During his
tenure.agehief executive officer, the Association has grown from a
budget of $100,000,-a staff of 3; and'960 member-institutions to a
budget of $2.2 million, a staff-of more than 45, and a membership.
roster of just over 1,890 institutions. Under his leadership, NACUBO
has developed extensive programsServing the management needs of
higher education--including a wide range of publications, annual wor
shops serving more than 2,000. college administrators, and research
and development efforts resulting in a number of Monographs related

. to various fields of business manageMent in higher education.,
monthly publication, The Business Officer, is recognized as the -.-
ing monthly publication in providing curfent fiscal management infor-
mation to institutions.

Before coming to NACUBO, . Finn served as business manager and
assistant, treasurer at Purdue University from 1961-1969. 'He was
graduated Phi Beta Kappa fr Brown University with a major in eco-
nomics.

4
Carol Frances, Chief Economist and Director, Economics and Finanoe'Unit,

American Council on Education
. i

4

Carol Frahces, Chief Economist of the American Council on Educa-
tion and.DirectOrof the Econ cs akid Finance Unit, hasactively
sought to stimulate-interest in imphotving measures of the financial
conditions of higher education stitutiOns. .She'helppd organ4e the
Financial Measures Project with NACUBO in 1975. One fUnction ofthe

1
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Project. is to bring/together those on the leading edge of the
field in a series of conferences to advance the state of the

°.art. As the project has evolved, she has attempted to assure,
through speeches and panel presentations-at conferences and leader-
ship seminars, that the output is used both for public policy re-
view and for college and university management decisions.

ft

Her work inclnclPs-numerous papers-on financing higher education,
indicator development and the .econbmic outlook for colleges and uni-
versities.

Dr. Frances holds degrees in international relations from UCLA,
Stanford: and the Institute d!EtUdes Yolitiques and degrees in eco-
nomics from Yale and Duke. She serves. on the Board of-Trustees of
the Common Fund. The purpose of the Fund is to provide improved
investment management services to educational institutions.. lAmong
her professional affiliations, she is Vice President of the National
Et° 'sts*ClUb inchai,e of organizing the semi-annual economic
ouy.

D. Kent Halstead,. Research Economist, National institute of, Education

Kent Halstead is known for identifying Major information needs
of higher education and independently undertaking important works to
meet these needs.

..- Among his notable achievements over the last several year
-the development of the,concel5tual framework and generation of
data to construct and maintain the Higher'Education.and Researty
Price Indexes.

are
\

Kent'has also prod9ed widely used compendium publications on
State planning'fdr, higher education, on basic eduction references,
and on state support for higher education.

I

William Haywood, Vice
College

'dent, BUsiness Affairs and Treasurer, Skidmore

.

William Haywood recenty Vaned the taff of Skidmore College
in Saratoga Springs, Ne1,4 Yo k as Vice-Pr ident for BuSiness Affairs
and Treasurer. Prior 'to joining the sta f of Skidmore'College, Drt
Haywoodiwas'Vice President for Business and,Financebf MercerlUniver-
ssity in Macon, Georgia. Bill. has served aslan advisor. to ACE, NACUBO
and other educational associations. He was a member of'the :Task Force
which guided-the development of the workboOki "Self-Assessment of
Financial Condition," co-authored b5i'Nathan,Dickmeyer and K. Scott
Hughes.

p
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) He.receixted an Honorary Doctor of Laws degree from, Atlanta
Law.School in 1969, his Master's Degree in Accounting and Econom-
ics from Tulane University and hieBachelor's Deg* from the Uni-
versity of Mississippi. 1c. Haywood is Vice-Cheduamka of the Common
Fund for.Nbn-Profit Orgahizations.

,

K. Scott Hughes, Directo2,' Financial Management Center, Natio socitetiof

_

, of College and University Business Officers
1

.0?
-.--Seott Hughes is Director ofthe Financial Management Center s'

"of the National AssociatiOn of College and University Business Officers
(NACUB0). The Center Undertakes projects sponsored by the federal
government and foundations which are aimed atimproving
and use of financial management information and leading tdTard im-
proved finanCial management. During his tenure at NACUBO, .Soott'has
been, responsible for the development of inflation indicators for
research universities, a monograph on the firfancial_responsibilities
of govetni64-bolards, and, along with Nathan Dickmeyer, compArative
data for community and jdaqr colleges.

°Previously, he worked at the UniVersity of Illinois for seven
years and at Stanford University for six years in financial admin-
istration. During that time, he focused on financial analys s, plan-
ningand budgeting, and accounting systems. design.

'Scott holds a Master's degree in accounting science, whiglache
received from the University df Illinois in 1970. He also holds a
B.S, in accountancy from the_University of Illinois, received in 1965.

4

Lucie Lapovsky, Coordinator,\Financial Planning, Maryland State Board of
Higher Eduoation

1
. #*

LuCie Lapovsky is currently the Coordinator for /Financial lan-
ning of the Maryland State Board for Higher Education. She is re-

. sponsible for preparing operating and capital budget recommendations
for all higher education institutions and agencies in Marylandor
Board Submission to the Governor and legislature. She is also respon-
sible for monitoring all legislation with financial impact on higher
.education in .Maryland.

"/
She reced her B.A. in Economics frau Goucher.College and her

M.A. in Econak.cs ram the University of Maryland.

4

William D. Law,.Jr., Staff Director, diammittee on Higher Education,
.Florida House pf Representatives

Dr111Law is Staff Director of the Committee on Higher Wucation
4
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for the Florida House of Represent4ives. Prior to joining the
staff of the Committee, Dr. Law held several positions with the
Florida Board of Regents, including Assistant to the Vice Chan-
cellor for Administration and Support, and Coordinator f6r. Special
'StudieS, Division oJlanning and Budgeting.

He holds a B.A. in English from LeMoyne College and an M.A. '
in Higher Education and Ph.Doin Philosophy, Design and Manage-
ment of Postsecondary Education Systems fran Florida State Uni-

versity.

Marilyn McCoy, Senior Associate, National Center for Highei Education

Management Systems ' -

Marilyn McCoy is a Senioi. AssoCiate with National Center for
Higher Education Management Systems (NUMS). She has been at
NCHEMS for seven years and currently diiects NCHENS work in higher

. .

eduaatIon-i- -s-and data -base studies-and servioes.--Her--recent

woik,has inCl ed tIe design of a' postsecondary data core for NCES,
co- authoring of a study on higher.education-finanCing in the states
with*D. Kent Halstead, and development of NCHEMS holdings of national
data-bases for research within NCHEMS and for dissemination to the
higher education community:

She eceived her B.A: in Economics fran Smith C011ege, an M.A.
in Public Policy from the University of Michigan, and is completing
her doctorate in Business at the University-of Colorado.

ti

Frank A. Schmid , Director; Division of Academic and Financial

Plan4ng, Maryl State Board for,Higher Education

Frank A. Schmidtlein is the Director of the-Division of Academic
and Financial Planhing of the Maryland State Board, for Higher Education.
Dr. SChmidtlein's majdr_ professional interests include decision theory
and ilts imelications for origanizational structure, state coordination
of *her education, organization, financing and, governance of
higher educatidfi and higher education research. His ldng list of
pubocatitms include works on state, budgeting for higher education
costs and academic productivity.

41._

He received his Ph.D. from the University of.California, Berkeley,
and hiS Bachelor's Degree fan Kansas State University.

i -
Hayden W. Smith, Senior Vice President and Director of Research, Council.

for Financial Aid to EduCation

Hayden W. Smith is the Senior Vice President, and Director of
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//,__tesearch of the Council for Financial Aid to Education, He -has
been with CFAE for eleven years. He is the author of several
papers on the ,economics of higher education, the role of voluntary
support in the financing of colleges and universities, corpora
aid to education, and the impact of tax polidies on charitable-7---

.giving.

He was'educated at Stanford
graduate and graduate degrees in

He has taught edbnomics and
Oil of New Jersey (now the Exxon

University, receiving both under-
economics,.with a minor in statistics.

worked as Aeconamist with Standard
Corporationl.

Victor Wenk, Deputy Administrator, National Center for Education Statistics

Victor D. Wenk.
Center 8for Education Bta

deputy Administrator for HEW's National
stibs in March, 1979.

i

Since 1970, Mr. Wenk has Served in various management positions
within the Mitre Corporation's Energy Resources and Environment
Division and its SystemS Development Division. ,He was responsible
for developing Mitre's statiktical information:systems program, a,
computer program that provides technical guidance and support to
federal agencies concerned with the gathering, analysls'and dis-
6mination of nation-wide statistics.

a

Prior to joining Mitre, Mr. Wenk was a member of the technical.
'staff of the Center for Naval Arialysis and .was'a research scientist
in the Aeronautids,Division of the-"Philco7I-Ford Corporation.

A graduate of New York University,.- where he received a Bachelor's
Degree in Engineering Science, Mr. Wenk earned a Master's Degree in
Physics from Columbia University in 1963'and 4 Master's Degree in
Business Administration from American University in 1976.

.Paul Wing, Coordinator of.Postsedondary Research, New York'State Fdu-
' cation Department

'
Paul Wing's Major work experience has been in state -level higher

'education planning,.first with the University of California central
°Office; then( with the National Center for' higher Education Management .

Systems, and-now with the-New-York State Education Department. In
his present capacity as the Cdordinator of Postsecondary Research
an&Information,Systevs, Paul has been overseeing_the development'of,
a computer-based information Sygtem andoa variety of research
protects and analytical.studfes. Among the research areas currently
receiving attention are enrollme4t projections, financing strategies,

'and institutional.,classification !systems.-

Paul received hiS B.S. in Engineering from Princeton University

in 1962 and his Doctor of Engineering in Industrial Engineering and
Operations Research from the University of California at Berkeley
in 1971.
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0 ican Council on Education
Natipnal Associatio of College and University Business Officers

A Nation- Center for Education-Statistics ,

Progress in Measuring t.

Annapolis-3
975 Wbrkin Conference,
cial Conditions of Colleges and Universities

Speakers
;

Robert H. Atw11, Vice President, American Council on Education, One Dupont Circle,
Washingtah,JD.C. 20036

E. Brady Bogue, Director, Performance Funing Projejt, Tenntaiasee$ Hi4her Education
COmission, 501 Union.Euilding,:.Suite 300, Nashville, 11137219,

Marjorie Chandler, Acting Director, Division of Postsecondary .Education Sta
National Cedter for Education Statistics 400 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Boom 3O73,.

0 Washington, D.C. 20202
ft

Douglas Collier, Senior Staff Associate, NatiOnai Center for Higher Education
Management SysteMs, R.O. Drawer P, Boulder, CO 80302

7--

Nathan Dickmeyer, Director., Financial Cdnditions,Project, Economics and Finance
American Council on Education, Ode Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C: 20036.

Y- T.'Michael Elliott, Director, Department of HighrlEducation, 1301 pl. 7th Street,
\.

. 'Little Rock, AR12201 -
. 1

D. Francis Finn, Executive Vice President, National Associakion of College and-,
University Business Officers, One Dupont Circle, Suite 510, ItAshington, D.C.
20036Yd'

e vCarol Frances, Chief Economist and Director, EcOn6mics and Finance Unit,-American
Council on Education, One'Dupcleircle, Washington, D.C. 20036 *

ft '
G D. Kent Halstead, Research Eoonomist,'National Institutd-of Education, 1200 19th

Street, N.M., Room 709-D4Washington, D.C. '20208 /
. William Hywood, Vice,-Presi t, Business Affairs and Treasurer, Skidmore College

Say a $brings, NY 12866

K. Scott Hughes, Director, Fihancial Management Cepter,NatiOnal,Association,of
College and,University'BuSintsS Officers, One Dupont.CAle, Suite 510,°'

,,..

Washini7bon, D.C. 20036
_ .. 1. .

A
.

.
a

Lucie Lapovsky, Coordinator, Financial Planning, Maryland State Heard of Higher
-

Education-, Jeffrey BUilding, 16 Frandis Street, Annapolis, MD 21401

et ^
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William Q. Law, Jr., Staff Director, Committee on Higher Education, Florida House

.

.

of Representatives', 224 House Office Building, The Capitol, 'Tallahassee,
FL 32304 - . ---

. ,

Marilyn McCoy, Senior Associate, National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems, P.O. Drawer P, Boulder, CO 80302

Dr. Frank A. Schmidtlein, Director, Division of .Academic and Financial Planning,
Maryland State Board for Higher Education, Jeffrey BuildiAg, 16 Francis Street,
Annapolis, MD 21401

Dr. Hayden W. Smith, Senior Vice President and Director of Research, Council for
® Financial Aid to Education, 680 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010

Paul Wing,-Coordinator of POSAecondary Research, New York State Education°
Department, Cultural Education Center, Room 5B44, Empire'State Plaza, Albany,
NY 12230

41,
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American Council on Education
National Association of College and University Business Officers',

National Center for Education Statistics

Annapolis-3
1979 Working Conference

ProgreSS'in Measuring Financial Conditions of Colleges and. Universities

Participants.

. .

Rithard Anderson, Teachers College, Box 34, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027

Loyd Andrew, College of Education, Virginia Polytechpic Institute, Blacksburg;

VA 24061
.,

c

.

...,

. .

,\Frank Atelsek, Director, Higher Education Paned., American Council on Education

\ One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036 .
.

Curtis 0. Baker, National Center for Education Statistics, 400 Maryland Ave., S.W.,

.. Rponi 3073 - FOB-6, Washington, D.C. 20202

\ ,

.

George W. Baughman, Director, Special Projects, The Ohio University, 19 Adminrg-

,strA\tion Building, COlumbus,'OH 43210 4,

0

Norman Brandt, Survey Director, National Center for Educ.itiori Statistics, Roam 3073,

FOB-6, Washington, D.C. 20202 _,,,,/

.

Roberta Cable, 'Sabred Heart University, Bridgeport, CT 06606

James J. Caputo, Controller, American Council on Education, One Dupont Circle,"

-Washington, D.C. 20036

David I. Carter, Assistant to the Chancellor for Financial Affairs, The University

of Alabama System, P.O. BT, U9iversity, AL 35486

-Sharon Coidren, Assistant Director, E6onomics and Finance Unit, American Cbuhcil

on Education, One Dupont Circle, Washington, DC 20036

Anna°Marie Cirino, Staff Assistant, National Association of College and University

Business Officers, One Dupont Circle, Suite 510, Washington, D.C. 20036 ,

1 ,..

Salvatore B. Corrallo, Director:, Postsecondary Programs Division, U.S. Office or

Education, 400 Maryland Ave., S.W.., Room 4087, Washington, D.C. 20202 ,

Kenneth NI-Deitch, The Sloan Commission on Go&rnftent and Higher Education,330

Broadway,. Cambridge, MA 02139

James Farmer, Systems Research, Inc., 1036 15th Room 300, Washington,

D.C. 20005
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'Jerry Glass, American Association of University
Suite 500, Washington, D.C. 20036 -

essors, One Dupont Circler

James A. *att.; Financial Analyst, National Associ tion of College and Universit
Business Officers, One Dupont Circle, Suite i0, Washington, D.C. 20036

Robin Jenkins,,Financial Management Intern, Nation 1 Association of C011ege and
University Business Offices, One Dupont Cir le, Suite 510, Washington, D.C.,
20036

C. Thanes Johnson, Vice President, Harris Trust
'St.,,Cbicago, IL 60690

Savings Bank, 111 West Monroe

r

Steven M. Jung, American Institute for Research P.O. BOX 1113, Palo Alto, CA 94302

Ronald P. Kurtz, Manager, Financial Planning - Analysis, Student, Loan Marketing
Association, 1055 Thomas Jefferson St., N. ., Washington, D.C. 20007

David LOnganecker, Analyst, Congressional Budget Office, 2nd and D Sts., S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20515

James P. Mansell, Operations Research Analyst; Office of Evaluation and Dissemination,
U.S. Office of Education, Roam 4087 - FO: 6, Washington, D.C. 20202

* .

Paul F. Mertins, Chief, University and Colleg Surveys and StudieEBranch, National
Center for Education Statistics, 400 land Ave., S.W., Roam 3073( FOB-6,
Washington, D.C. 20202

David D. Mescher, Education Program Specialis , U.S. Office of Education, 400
Maryland Ave., S.W., Washington, D.G, 20'02.

William Sandia, Congressional Budget Office,

r
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